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FROMthe

EDITOR

This edition of 1775 is dedicated to “AGCRA
- Telling our Association Story”. When COL
(Ret) Rob Manning came onto the AGCRA
National Executive Council (NEC) as our new
Association President, I asked him what he
wanted to dedicate the next edition of 1775 to.
Without hesitation, he told me we needed to reenergize the Association. Rob being an AGCRA
Lifetime Member remains tethered to the
pulse of AGCRA and observed that, as the HR
Professional Association for the Army, we had
plateaued on membership as well as nonprofit
organization initiatives that support the Army,
AG Corps, and our most valuable commodity
– Soldiers and their Families. So Rob went to
work as only a former Chief of the AG Corps

and AG School Commandant can do.
With the support of the NEC, AGCRA is now
embarking on the following new initiatives:
3 The AG Corps award for the Regimental
Warrant Officer of the Year has been
renamed the CW5 Daniel J. Logan, Jr.
Medal for Distinguished Achievement.
3 The AGCRA NEC will be announcing a
new Spouse Award as soon as medal
stocks are procured.
3 We are also looking at creating a Lifetime
Member Lapel Pin.
3 We currently have a contractor rebuilding
AGCRA.com and the Association’s IT
Infrastructure.
3 We will be announcing the winners for
the new AGCRA Chapter Recognition
Program, which provides a monetary
award for our Chapters.
3 And, AGCRA is now the new sponsor for
the Maude Leadership Lecture Series,
which is supported by proceeds from

the Association’s LTG Timothy J. Maude
Memorial Fund.
So within this edition of 1775, we want to
shine the light on the great things our diligent
Chapters are doing across the Army, from
Korea to Germany, and everything in-between.
The backbone of our Association are our hard
working, dedicated Chapters who serve as a
rally point to all Army HR Professionals across
the force regardless of component (Active,
ARNG, or USAR). We hope you enjoy this edition
of 1775 and our articles from AGCRA Chapters
telling our full spectrum Association story as
only they can. We welcome your feedback by
e-mailing comments to magazine@agcra.com.

Bob Ortiz
AGCRA VP Publications & Editor, 1775
magazine@agcra.com
Colonel (Retired), US Army
AG Corps Hall of Fame Class of 2013
1775 | Spring 2017
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SECTION I

AG Corps Regimental Leadership

•

NOTES FROM THE CHIEF OF THE CORPS
By COL Neal F. McIntyre, Chief of the AG Corps, AG School Commandant, and Chief Army Music

S

oldiers and civilians of the

the Right Hand of the

Corps, this edition of 1775

Commander”, is intended

affords us the opportunity

to highlight the “art” of

to reflect on the efforts of our local

our

Chapters of the Adjutant General’s

complements

Corps

relationship that is virtually

Regimental

(AGCRA).

Association

As a former President

profession,

inherent

which

the

between

strong

the

and founding member of the Follow

Commander and their AG

Me Chapter, I have tremendous

principal. When this natural

appreciation for the developmental

relationship is reinforced

potential available to the young AG

by demonstrated technical

professional who becomes actively

proficiency,

involved with their local AGCRA

commitment,

Chapter.

interpersonal

Thanks to all AGCRA

unwavering
and

strong

attributes,

leadership and members for your hard

the AG Operator is postured to have

work and dedication to provide this

maximum impact on the readiness

great resource to our Corps. Continue

of Soldiers, Civilians, and Families

Mission!

assigned to the organization.

4

of a right arm encased in armor with
a sword in hand, symbolizing the
position of an Adjutant General as the
strong right hand of the Commander
who wields the sword of authority in
their name. This position should not

This year’s AG Corps

In my mind, the relevance of this theme

be confused by the relationship that

Regimental

Week

was further reinforced upon noticing

exists between an Officer and their

is scheduled for 19-

the right arm at the top of the AG School

Senior NCO.

23 June 2017.

Our

coat of arms. Originally adopted in

theme, “AG Operator,

March 1942, the coat of arms consists
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As a technically based community

expected to anticipate, synchronize,

the art and science. Fundamentally,

and thrive using analytics in a

I see “science” as the reason we are

– “the sooner you communicate

predictive manner, for the purpose of

invited to the table and “art” being the

difficult news the more time the

developing personnel support options

determining factor to our access and

team has to respond… because

for leaders and Commanders to make

permanency.

unlike wine, it doesn’t get better

informed decisions, the significant
impact the AG Professional has
on Army readiness should not be
underestimated.

Whether providing

long range planning for execution of
HR tasks or recommending the number
and type of Army music units to execute
a public diplomacy / international
relations campaign, the expectation is
that the AG Operator understands the
Commander’s concept for HR support
and will seize the initiative.

These

skills and the framework routinely
associated with them, such as “rules

Having access to some of our Corps’

within the walls of the AG School as

sharpened and honed throughout the

instructors or staff, I asked the question,

leader development process, so can

“what attributes or abilities enable the

the “art.” Therefore, AG Operator, as

HR Operator to serve as the right hand

the right hand of the Commander, I

of the Commander?” As many of them

encourage you to invest time reflecting

have been on the front lines of shaping

on how you can further develop this set

how the next generation will approach

of attributes and behaviors; our Corps

and achieve this vital status, I thought

relevancy and the readiness of the units

you’d appreciate hearing some of their

and Army we serve are dependent

thoughts:

upon it.

•

Trust - “enough said…”

•

“Passion for our profession and
true love / appreciation for Soldiers

•

Willingness to pass credit and

Soldiers, Civilians, and Families.
Defend and Serve!

AG.”
•

Resilience - “bouncing back after

is equally important, is the “art.”

things go wrong… because they

In today’s complex and uncertain

sometimes will.”
•

to the Commander’s circle of trust

within our ability to be skillful in both

dedication in support of Commanders,

assume blame - “There’s no I in

An element of our business, that

and service as their right hand rests

Thank you for the tremendous work and

and Families.”

obvious.

environment, it is safe to say the keys

with age.”
Just as our technical skills are

“science” of our business – and the

through experience we’ve learned

Candid / Courageous communicator

best and brightest, currently serving

of allocation,” are categorized as the

importance of embracing them is

•

Vision - “anticipate friction and get
in front of it.”

•

Relationship builder and maintainer
– “left to right and up and down.”
1775 | Spring 2017
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NOTES FROM

CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER OF THE CORPS
By CW5 David G. Betancourt, Chief Warrant Officer of the Adjutant General’s Corps

G

reetings AG professionals from
around the world. For those of you
serving in our front lines, I extend our
collectively gratitude and appreciation
for your great sacrifice.
We also
acknowledge that our ability to succeed
and accomplish our critical HR tasks in
deployed locations requires the support
and understanding of those that remain
back at home – our dear friends, but
more important our Families. We salute
each and every one of them and thank
them for their eternal support.
Our Spring edition of our 1775 is
dedicated to a group of volunteers, some
retired, some civilians and some still in
uniform that take up the additional task
to support our beloved AG Corps in an
organized and well-lead body of work
geared towards one common purpose,
serving as the backbone to support the
values inherent to our Corps, and serve

the community of AG professionals
by connecting people and ideas – our
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental
Association.
And even though it may sound as a simple
formula where dedicated folks remain
connected to strengthen the relationships
between those that day in and day out
provide the much needed HR support to
our Commanders and the Army Family
at large, we also acknowledge that it all
begins with the effort each member of
the AG Corps provides to meet Army
readiness. From Army Musicians to HR
Operators, their sacrifices and extensive
work provide an excellent opportunity
to establish a support system that
recognizes and encourages our individual
ability as part of the greater solution.
Our AGCRA Chapters diligently work
towards providing that common ground
where members and non-members can
freely enjoy being part of the
greater team.
As Soldiers in an ever-evolving
Army, we know the tough
conditions placed upon each of
us and our Families when faced
with tough manning conditions,
back-to-back
deployments,
unscheduled PCS moves and
other situations that seem to
stretch our way-of-life. As the
right hand of our Commanders,
we understand our duty and
responsibility to perform to our
very best so our leaders can
exercise complete dominance
as the most lethal Army in
the world. It is good to know
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that behind the scenes, our AGCRA
Chapters stand ready to recognize,
assemble and encourage every single
effort from all of our AG Soldiers and
Civilians. From the individual AGCRA
awards program; the “Regimental of
the Year” awards competition; breakfast
engagements (where we have an
opportunity to stop for a few hours and
engage in some fellowship with other
AG professionals); scheduling and
planning of an annual Ball (where we are
able to share a moment where military
traditions and pride for our Corps
becomes our top priority); fundraiser
opportunities; charity engagements with
the community; and the scheduling of
leadership and mentorship sessions
where we bring guest speakers with
a proven record of excellence; our
Association stands as a reminder that
what we do as professionals is of value
and the effort we place in working
towards a better future for our Corps has
meaning and supports the greater efforts
of our Army.
To all of our AGCRA Chapters, their
leaders, the members at large, and to
all who believe that this effort is worth
fighting for, thank you! You are the
cornerstone that sustains who we are as
a Corps, the living reminder that there is
good in what we do, and one of the many
reasons why we can always say that there
is no Corps like the AG Corps.
Defend and Serve!

NOTES FROM

REGIMENTAL COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR
By CSM Nyeedra T. Edwards, 9th AG Corps, AG School & Regimental CSM

G

reetings Adjutant General’s Corps
and Human Resources (HR)
Professionals around the world! It
continues to be an honor and privilege
to serve with each of you in an everchanging Army HR environment. No
matter where we are in the world, AG
professionals are always at the forefront
and continue to find innovative ways and
means to best deliver personnel services
and support to our Soldiers and Families.
Thank-you for continued service and
sacrifice in an all-volunteer force.
The theme for this edition of 1775 is
about sharing our Association Story
– our Adjutant General’s Regimental
Association or AGCRA. My story began
in early 2001 at Fort Hood, Texas when
my 13th Corps Support Command
(COSCOM), G1 SGM invited all the
Soldiers to the AGCRA meeting, hosted
by the Lone Star Chapter. The impact of
meeting so many AG professionals in that
forum proved to be of tremendous value
and greatly aided in my team’s ability to
take care of Soldiers and accomplish our
mission.
The Association has been a hallmark
of success and provides a variety of
opportunities
for both Active and
Retired AG Professionals. Its devotion
to Adjutant General’s Corps Soldiers
and Musicians of the Active force,
Army National Guard, or Army Reserve;
Human Resources (HR) Professionals;
and Family Members throughout our HR
Community has aided in the preservation
of our prestigious U.S. Army Adjutant
General’s Corps’ heritage.
AG Leaders, Soldiers and HR Civilians
need to understand that our Association
and local Chapters consist of likeminded AG professionals in our Corps
and common profession. As I pondered
my thoughts prior to writing this article
I reflected on my experiences as a proud
member of the Regiment and Association
and want to identify a few reasons why
everyone associated with the AG Corps
should unequivocally be affiliated with
AGCRA and its local Chapters.
Visibility within the Corps. There’s

no better way to network professionally
than to participate in an AGCRA Chapter
or event. Additionally, I also recommend
volunteering your time to a Chapter
Council, attend as many Association
events as possible, and engage with others
via the Association’s online community.
You’ll be surprised how quickly you can
raise your awareness of ongoing AG
Corps issues, events, and esprit de corps
by simply getting involved.
A Unified Voice. There’s a lot of
truth behind the saying “strength comes
in numbers”. If you want to create
change within our Corps, you’re far
more likely to succeed if you have a
group of passionate AG Corps and HR
Professionals alongside you. I have
always encouraged Soldiers to join the
AG Regimental Association where
the mission and values are similar to
yours and you’re sure to find others
who will stand up to the issues, face the
challenges, and embrace the future that
is important to you.
Networking Opportunities What
would you give to be part of a community
made up of the leaders within your
Corps? Whether you’re face-to-face
at an Association’s breakfast,
community outreach event, or
on a committee, you’ll have
numerous opportunities to
create meaningful connections
with individuals who could be
your next customer, colleague
or battle buddy.
Professional Development.
Associations provide a wealth
of knowledge and educational
opportunities to help your career
personally and professionally. As
HR professionals and Soldiers
for Life, it is vitally important
to stay connected and continue
life-long learning throughout
our
profession.
Between
all the conferences, events,
and certification programs
offered, your opportunities for
continuous learning are endless.
Credibility. An Association

is often the face and voice of a Corps.
Because of that, all of its Chapters are
viewed as credible organizations that
are important to the Corps as a whole. I
recommend becoming a member of your
Association and be an active participant
if you if you want to be viewed as a
leader in the Corps.
Finally, I would like to thank all of our
AGCRA Chapter volunteers for your
continued support and contributions
to our HR profession. Know that what
you do every day continues to impact
the Readiness of our Army, Soldiers,
Families and Civilians. No matter why
you chose to join the AG Regimental
Association, as members of the AG Corps
and HR profession, I encourage you to
stay connected. From the time I attended
my very first AG Association meeting
in 2001, I quickly learned the power of
networking through the connection of
an Association on September 11, 2001 our world changed and so did our way
of delivering personnel services and
support throughout III Corps, Fort Hood,
and our ever-changing Army.
Defend and Serve!
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NOTES FROM

THE PRESIDENT, AGCRA
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning, AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

M

embers of the AG Corps
Regimental
Association
(AGCRA), this is an exciting edition
of 1775 because it is the story of us.
Specifically, the story of our Association
as a whole and our Chapters spread
throughout the Army and the world. If
we do not tell our story, then who will?
Proud History.
The Adjutant
General’s Corps has a long and
illustrious history dating back to the
formation of the American Army. On
16 June 1775, with the commissioning
of Horatio Gates, the Adjutant General’s
(AG) Corps became the second branch
of the Army. Over the years, many AGs
made their mark on history. Thomas
Pickering and Alexander Scammel, both
AGs, under the watchful eyes of George
Washington, and Alexander Hamilton,
the Marquis de Lafayette and Baron
von Steuben oversaw the removal of

the Great Chain from the Hudson River.
This moment in history is depicted in
Mort Kunstler’s painting commissioned
by the AGCRA in 2010.
During the war of 1812 two prominent
AGs would emerge as Alexander
Macomb gained fame in the Battle of
Plattsburg; Macomb Mountain in the
Adirondacks is named in his honor.
Zebulon Pike stood out at the attack on
York, Canada; Pikes Peak in Colorado
is named for this famous AG. Were
you ever assigned to Fort Bliss, Texas
or spent time there? Well, this large
and historic Army installation is named
for William Bliss another great AG in
American Army history. In the 1820’s,
Roger Jones molded the office of the
Adjutant General into the Central
Bureau of the War Department resulting
in AGs becoming the only officers
invested with the authority to speak and
sign official correspondence
“for the commander.”
AGs continued to distinguish
themselves throughout the
19th and early 20th Centuries.
Since World War II, AG’s have
been combat tested on several
far-flung battlefields such as
Korea, Vietnam, Grenada,
Panama, Desert Shield / Desert
Storm, Bosnia, Kosovo, and
in the aftermath of 9/11 in
Afghanistan, Kuwait and Iraq.
AGCRA. Since its inception
in June 1987, the AGCRA
continues to grow. Almost
30 years later, we are
very close to 4,000 active

8
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members worldwide of which 280 are
Lifetime Members. We continue to
grow Chapters through activation and
reactivation. In this edition of 1775
we hope to read about most if not all of
our wonderful Chapters. Yes, we have
a proud AG history, but much more is
being done today by AGs. We need to
continue to hear your stories! What is
happening in your respective Chapter?
At the national level, our National
Executive Council (NEC) is working
hard and will continue to work hard
to make being an Association member
more beneficial for you. We will be
unveiling a new website later in the
year that will be dynamic, timely and
relevant; I’m convinced you will love
it. We will be adding new members
onto the NEC who will bring great
energy and passion to the AGCRA. We
are exploring new ways to reach out
to you and we are looking to structure
ourselves to become more responsive to
you.
If you are not a member I ask that
you join and share this journey with
us. If you are a member, then I thank
you for your commitment and ask that
you continue to re-up and consider
becoming a Lifetime Member. The
AGCRA will continue to get bigger and
better because of your support. Our
best days are still in front of us!
Defend and Serve!

Rob Manning
AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

SECTION II

Human Resources Command AG Branch
The Professional Development Mode
By SFC Paul J. Smith
Professional Development NCO, Soldier Support Branch
LTC Stewart J. Van Buren (Chief, Soldier Support Branch)
SGM Marlena D. Goode (SGM, Soldier Support Branch)
Human Resources Command, Fort Knox, KY

Pictured are Soldier Support Branch AG
Enlisted Career Managers.

L

eaders must grow NCOs into the
positions in which they expect
them to serve. We ask leaders to
consider a Soldier’s development when
preparing them to be future Army
leaders. Continue to train Soldiers in
their current position, as well as develop
them for their future positions. Use the
Professional Development Model (PD
Model) to determine what requirements
Soldiers need to progress, and engage
Soldiers with the intent to assist them
in meeting their training requirements.
Look at future requirements and engage
our Soldiers, with the intent to assist
them meet all their HR and Soldier
requirements. Sergeants Major are
built in the first 10 years of a career, not
the last 10 years. How today’s leaders

train, mold, shape and mentor young
Soldiers will determine the mindset
and capabilities of our future leaders.
Often, Soldier Support Branch (SSB)
is asked to send Soldiers to units and
organizations already trained. SSB
sometimes hear from the field that the
Soldiers arriving to their units “do not
have the right experience.” None of us
had the right experience when we began
our Army journey, and as Soldiers are
promoted, they need to be continuously
groomed, trained, coached, and
mentored. It is up to dedicated leaders
to train, mentor, and lead Soldiers
so they have the right skill sets in a
changing and challenging Army HR
environment.
Proficiency and efficiency is a must

for today’s Soldiers. All leaders need
to continue to train Soldiers on their
HR core competencies. We find too
often that many within the AG Corps
and junior enlisted Soldiers are not
proficient at core HR tasks. Leaders
that are proficient would rather “do it
themselves” than take the time to train
a Soldier to complete the task. Soldiers
are often not rotated into different
jobs once they do become proficient
in a particular core task. By training,
developing, and rotating Soldiers in
all areas of HR core functions, we will
increase competence and good 42As
will continue to be developed. Teach
them, guide them, and encourage
them to use regulations when they
train and research answers. Facebook
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is not a regulation nor is it the place to
find answers. Army publications should
be the source documents that Soldiers
receive their information.
Human
Resources
Command,
Professional Development NCOs and
Assignment Managers make decisions
to move a Soldier based on the needs of
the Army, the professional development
model, and the wants, needs, and desires
of the Soldier. We need today’s leaders
to understand the current AG Corp
Professional Development Model, and
to give their advice to Soldiers under
their charge based on the current model.
Some leaders fail to understand that, like
the Human Resources field itself, the
professional develop model has gone
through some renovations. It is the
responsibility of all Soldiers and Leaders
to understand the current PD Model and
what the Army expects of them in regards
to career progression. In addition to the
PD Model, The following key items
are essential for Soldiers to remain
competitive, and we remind all that
Soldiers are their best career managers:
• GT Scores – There are still several
42As with GT scores below 90. This
is a leadership fail. Soldiers must have
a minimum GT score of 100 to be
competitive in the Human Resources
field. Most assignments considered,
as broadening assignments (AR 614200 PARA 9-18- DIA, NATO, WHCA,
DCS, Recruiter, etc.) require at least a
100 GT score.
• Records – Bottom line up front,
Soldiers should make it a point to
update their records when something
changes.
If something changes,
the ERB must be updated as well as
records archived in iPERMS. Leaders
should constantly monitor their
Soldiers’ records and ensure their
records accurately reflect what they
have done. No Soldiers should have
expired / out of date APFT / HT and
Weight. EFMP should not expire
and must be updated any time there
10

is a change in prognosis, diagnosis,
or treatment. HRC routinely screens
records for varies career opportunities,
it is imperative records are updated
at least every year. Do not wait for a
promotion board to update your record.
• DA Photo – We at HRC cannot
stress enough the importance of a
good quality DA Photo. Records are
routinely screened for various career
enhancing positions at HRC. A subpar DA Photo will get your record
passed over and potentially harm
your future promotion potential. A
review of files depicted numerous
outdated photos, incorrect rank, and
uniforms not fitting correctly, awards
and insignia display incorrectly. The
findings also revealed inconstancies in
what is on the ERB and what is worn
on the uniform. Remember, a photo is
required within 30 days of obtaining
the rank of SSG and subsequent
promotions. A proper DA Photo is
necessary for Soldiers and NCOs that
wish to remain competitive.
• Civilian Education – Lifelong
learning is part of being a good Soldier
and Civilian, as Soldiers progress in
rank throughout their careers, they
must simultaneously progress with
their civilian education. Obtaining
civilian certifications, associates,
bachelors, and master’s degree not only
develop the mind, and critical thinking
skills, that can be applied both in and
out of uniform, civilian education also
stands out on promotion boards. In
addition to the benefits of a civilian
education while in uniform, there
comes a time when we all transition
from Soldier to Civilian, the more
education and knowledge you can
gain while in uniform, the greater
success you will after you transition
to your civilian career. Regardless
of where you are on the spectrum of
education, it is imperative to continue
to move forward. The new interactive
PD
Model
provides
valuable
information on obtaining degrees and
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certifications. In addition, the Post
Education Center is a great first step
in starting or continuing your civilian
education.
Prior to 2015, professional development
models were changed and updated
occasionally based on DA PAM 600-25
(U.S. Army Noncommissioned Officer
Professional
Development
Guide).
Soldiers and leaders can now pull up an
interactive version of the PD Model with
specific ideas in mind by logging into the
Army Career Tracker (ACT) at: https://
actnow.army.mil/.
The following information pertaining
to ACT is from TRADOC:
ACT is a leadership development tool
that provides a single point of entry for
career management and development
for the enlisted, officer and civilian
cohorts, to include reserve components,
with a specific set of functionalities for
each population. Information is pulled
into ACT from training, education,
and experiential learning sources to
present a common training picture, as
well as a consolidated course catalog
for all cohorts. ACT also provides a
personalized, consolidated history of all
recorded education, training (institutional
and unit training) and assignments in a
simple to use interface.
ACT integrates data from 15 different
source systems. The overall concept of
ACT is to consolidate a view of these
various source systems into a single easy
to navigate user interface. The system
allows users to search, see, understand,
and act on the personalized information
provided to them. Users are required to
select their first line leaders / supervisors,
who in turn, will be able to view
critical data, make recommendations,
and provide them effective mentoring.
Additionally, through the use of ACT
communities, users can collaborate and
share files, as needed.
The PD Model in ACT is personalized
to users by matching their history to

proponent or career manager approved
career models. This PD Model data
contains specific recommendations for
future assignments, training, education
and self-development which users can
select to create career goals for their
Individual Development Plans (IDPs).
ACT also provides Army staff the ability
to view aggregate data and consequently
perform analysis and planning using
special reporting capabilities. ACT, as
a single-entry portal, links the Army’s
leadership development initiatives and
lifelong learning as a continuum of service
throughout one’s career and beyond. ACT
supports the Army Training Concept,
Army Leader Development Strategy, and
Army Learning Concept 2015.
Besides
streamlining
the
ACT
professional development model from
five pages to three, there are several
other minor changes. The original
model had three basic types of jobs
(Technical and Leadership Tracks and
Broadening Assignments). Although it
went into great detail for the technical
and leadership tracks, military and
civilian education was barely mentioned.
The new, improved, and shortened ACT
career model has more bang for the buck.
The new model is now broken
down into five different sections
(Organizational, Institutional, Lifelong
Learning, Self Development, and

Credentials / Certifications).
The
organizational section, broken into
Operating, Generating, and Broadening
Assignments, breaks down different job
opportunities a Soldier should be looking
for at each rank. Institutional Training is
further broken down into PME, JPME,
and Functional Training and describes
what Professional Military Education
(PME) and Joint PME as well as courses
such as Airborne, Air Assault, Battle
Staff, and Postal Operations / Supervisor.
Lifelong Learning explains where a
Soldier should be in terms of civilian
education through his or her degree.
Self Development describes the different
Competitive
Board
opportunities
Soldiers have like Soldier of the Month
/ Quarter / Year, Sergeant Audie Murphy,
and Sergeant Morales.
Finally, the model has Credentials /
Certifications.
Many civilian jobs
have certain professional and technical
standards.
Obtaining credentials –
certifications and licenses – shows that
you meet these standards. For example,
a Human Resources NCO can attain
their Associate Professional in Human
Resources to provide to an employer to
document that they have specific skills
and knowledge. Credentials may be
required for certain positions outside the
military and can increase your potential
for successful employment once you

transition from the military.
In closing, there is no “perfect” career
for an enlisted Soldier. However, there
are many highly successful careers
and we do have many outstanding AG
Leaders within our Corps. We have
highly successful Leaders because those
before them took the time to mentor,
train, teach, coach, and develop them.
With the tools outlined in the new PD
Model, hands on leadership, and a selfdesire for continued improvement and
development, there is nothing that should
prevent you from becoming the next 42A
SGM / CSM. I am often asked, “how
do I get promoted,” the simple answer
is, perform well, follow those successful
leaders in front of you, and develop
yourself along the AG PD Model.
Soldiers and Leaders, please do not
hesitate to contact Soldier Support
Branch if you have any questions or
concerns. Additionally, we can conduct a
file review and provide an assessment of
potential and what the next step in your
career should be. We work for you, the
Soldiers and leaders in the field, and we
at Human Resources Command strive to
be as open and transparent as possible.
Thank you for what you do, each and
every day!
Defend and Serve!
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SECTION III

AGCRA - Telling Our
Association Story

AGCRA Gold Vault Chapter
By CPT Grekii Y. Fielder
Introduction. The Gold Vault Chapter

execute Chapter events. Over the years,

Resources Ball), the members of GVC

(GVC) is one of the largest AGCRA

we’ve provided tens of thousands of

along with several Family members

Chapters located at Fort Knox, KY, we

dollars to the Maude Foundation and

supported the local community.

have three large commands, and several

over ten thousand dollars to our Chapter

25 February 2017, the Chapter teamed

small units that make up the majority of

membership

The

up with Feeding America Kentucky’s

our footprint. The three large commands

Chapter continues to grow and provide

Heartland (FAKH) in Elizabethtown, KY

are the U.S. Army Human Resources

a professional venue for our members.

to package food for Families in need.

Command,

U.S.

As the President of the GVC, COL (Ret)

Feeding America is the Nation’s largest

Command,

and

Cadet

Tony Teolis has a few key goals, first is

domestic

Command. The GVC is comprised of

to provide professional development

and has over 200 food banks across the

over two hundred personnel (military

information and updates on a variety of

nation. GVC volunteers donated their

and civilian). GVC hosts three quarterly

HR topics to our members, secondly is

time and not only helped FAKH package

luncheons with a variety of guest speakers,

to provide a venue for our members and

thousands of bags of food, but they also

corporate America and the military, and

non-members to meet and share ideas.

contributed to FAKH saving hundreds

the average attendance for each event is

His third goal is to continue to grow the

of dollars in labor which ensured the

about 240 personnel and this includes

Chapter and inform new members of the

efficiency of their food distribution

members and non-members.

For six

benefits of being involved, and his final

process. SFC Shannon Wyatt, the GVC

years the Chapter hosted one of the few

goal is to keep the traditions of service to

Vice President of Outreach, explained

Maude Golf Tournaments, and this year

our Army alive.

how she discovered the Feeding America

we’ll host the Chapter’s golf tournament

The Gold Vault Chapter Teams Up

Organization, “I found out about Feeding

to help raise funds for the newly

with Feeding America. The GVC was

America through a Veterans organization

established Maude Memorial Fund. The

very busy this past winter. In addition to

called Team Red, White, and Blue and I

Chapter has also volunteered to provide

the Chapter’s routine and annual events

thought it would be great for the Gold Vault

security at the Oaks and Derby horse race

(luncheons, membership drives, the

Chapter to give back to our community in

at Churchill Downs for over six years.

golf tournament, and the GVC Human

the same way. Not to mention the fact

Army
U.S.

Recruiting

Army

in

scholarships.

This is one way that we raise money to
12
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hunger-relief

On

organization

that it’s Family-oriented. It is a great way

The Gold Vault Chapter and their Family Members are shown
in the warehouse of Feeding America Kentucky’s Heartland in
Elizabethtown, KY.

Gold Vault and Family Members form lines to fill grocery bags with
food items.

to spend time with fellow AG members

understand what our culture is, who we

reflected in our increase in membership

and their Families. We had over 50 Gold

are, or how we operate. Getting out and

and we were recognized two years in

Vault Members and their Families come

sharing helps us connect with those we

a row during the National AGCRA

out and show support by packaging up

serve. By doing these events, we share

membership drive where we placed first

nutritious food products in bags and boxes

our name, professionalism, patriotism,

in 2015 and second in 2016.” In the

to give out to roughly 3,000 children

and the Army story.”

future, the Chapter will host additional

within the Kentucky Area.” COL (Ret)

Giving back to the Gold Vault

socials to give back to our members.

Teolis, the GVC President, stated, “The

Members.

Gold

GVC has expanded to support off-post
activities to include the American Cancer
Society Relay for Life and packing bags
for children and the elderly at the local
Feeding America food bank.

Many

outside of the military don’t fully know or

On 26 January 2017, the

Vault

Chapter

Quarterly

Chapter hosted their first membership

Luncheon.

appreciation social and membership

Gold Vault Chapter hosted its quarterly

drive at the Houston Bowling Center on

luncheon at the Saber and Quill at Fort

Fort Knox. Members were encouraged to

Knox. The guest speaker of the event was

bring a friend to sign up with the AGCRA

the 60th The Adjutant General, BG James

GVC and bowl a free game compliments

T. Iacocca. He spoke to the audience on

of the Chapter.

the topic of

“Leading Organizational

emphasized an effort to

Change.” BG Iacocca began his speech

increase

membership

by explaining the eight stages of change,

and

demonstrate

a concept developed by Dr. John Kotter,

by

a professor at the Harvard Business

lowering the cost of

School and a New York Times best-

the Ball and having

selling author of the book “Leading

our first membership

Change”.

appreciation

social,”

the attributes needed to lead change

stated

Patricia

in an organization are very similar to

our

MAJ Lindsey Wible and 1SG Keneidra Hargrove (HHC Command
Team, USAHRC) getting ready to bowl, during the Gold Vault
Chapter’s Member Appreciation Social.

“We

On 8 February 2017, the

appreciation

LTC

BG Iacocca discussed how

Vice

the attributes HR professionals should

President. She went on

possess. He also provided an overview

to say, “these efforts are

of differences between leadership and

George,

GVC
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management, as he stated, “People often
talk about leadership and management
interchangeably,
synonymous.”

but

they

are

not

He defined leadership

as what guides you through challenging
times and management is what keeps
the train on the tracks. It’s enforcing
policies and regulations and making
sure that all those systems move the
organization forward. He concluded his
speech by talking about the importance
of integrity and that is the one thing that
is non-negotiable. He stated, “You have
to do what’s legal, moral, and ethical
and you have to do the right thing all

LTC Patricia George, the Vice President of the Gold Vault Chapter (GVC), receives the
Order of Horatio Gates Gold Medal. Pictured with COL (Ret) Tony Teolis (left), GVC
President and BG James Iacocca (right), The Adjutant General.

the time.” The luncheon concluded with
the presentation of an AGCRA award
presentation

and

several

giveaways

donated by the Chapter’s sponsors which
included the presentation of the Order
of Horatio Gates Gold Medal to LTC
Patricia George, the GVC Vice President,
for her service and dedication to the AG
Corps and the AGCRA.

BG James T. Iacocca, the 60th The Adjutant
General (TAG) of the U.S. Army and guest
speaker of the Gold Vault Chapter February
quarterly luncheon.

14
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PV2 Kevena Rosier,
one of the newest
members in the Gold
Vault Chapter, won a
beautiful centerpiece.

MAJ Robert Gray received
a door prize during the
Gold
Vault
Chapter’s
February luncheon.

AGCRA Freedom’s Front Door Chapter, USMEPCOM
Closing the Geographical Distance and Making a Difference
By LTC Evangeline G. Rosel and MAJ Crystal R. (CJ) Jones
geographically

So what is the United States Military

engage HR team members, to include our

dispersed nature of the AGCRA Freedom’s

Entrance Processing Command’s

Department of the Army civilians. The

Front

many

legacy and mission? For the majority

Chapter Executive Council added our

challenges - the nature of which requires

of the new service members who enter

Civilian Vice-President position as a key

the Chapter’s Executive Council and

Freedom’s Front Door, the Military

leadership position in hopes of garnering

Chapter members to remain innovative

Entrance Processing Station is the first

support from the 2,800 workforce

and dedicated to reaching out to the human

military organization they encounter as

at USMEPCOM, of which 80% are

resources leaders and professionals at

the station provides red carpet treatment

Department of the Army civilians.

USMEPCOM’s 65 Military Entrance

through their processing and transition

Processing Stations spanning across the

to becoming a military service member

There are a few occasions during the year

continental United States, Puerto Rico,

regardless of service. The mission of

Hawaii and Alaska. Through its challenges

the United States Military Entrance

and experiences, the Executive Council

Processing Command is to evaluate and

became empathetic to the difficulties

ensure quality applicants join our United

faced by other remote organizations and

States military by applying established

split operations between garrison and

DoD standards. We are a joint command

forward, so Freedom’s Front Door reached

comprised of Department of Defense

out to other local human resources leaders

professionals committed to sustaining

and professionals and to units in theater to

the quality of the All-Volunteer Force

see how it could bring Chapter members

through

closer together.

screening for applicants seeking to serve

Introduction.
Door

The
Chapter

poses

Instantly noting that

there is so much added value in bringing

state-of-the-art

enlistment

in our Nation’s Armed Forces.

people together, the Executive Council

The AGCRA Freedom’s Front

decided that it was time to reach out other

when all of the Commanders and Senior

Door Chapter is a growing virtual

AGCRA Chapters to stay connected to all

Enlisted Advisors come together in-

Chapter with 63 members from 65

of our core functions, while also sharing

person. The Chapter truly believes that

Military Entrance Processing Stations

the unique Adjutant General-led military

quality time is often more important than

and other organizations spanning across

mission. These interactions with others

the quantity of time. On the occasions

the United States, Puerto Rico, Hawaii

strengthened the Chapter’s commitment

when

and Alaska. Although the Chapter is not

to closing the geographical distance and

together, the Chapter has the awesome

very large, the virtual events typically

making a difference as a Chapter to its

opportunity to recognize its superstars

have around 100 attendees. The goal

members.

– two of whom are pictured below with

over the past two years has been to

their medals.

USMEPCOM

leaders

gather

1SG Marie L. Dunson,
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Chapter’s invitations to all AGCRA

What

chapters,

USMEPCOM

to

include

several

high

unique

experience
offer

to

does

our

AG

visibility events, supporting leadership,

leaders and professionals?

professional

USMEPCOM’s very unique mission,

development,

and

informational sessions with leaders from

stations

the AGCRA National Executive Council,

opportunity to host prominent Department

Soldier

Human

of Defense Officials. For the first time in

Resources Command, the Command

its 40-year history, the former Secretary

and General Staff College, garrison

of Defense, the Honorable Ash Carter,

AG commands, Washington, DC HR

visited one of USMEPCOM’s Military

Professionals, and other key entities.

Entrance Processing Stations.

Support

Institute,

often

have

the

With

awesome

Below,

Over the last two years,
Freedom’s
Chapter
and
Senior Enlisted Advisor, Oklahoma
City MEPS, receives the Horatio Gates
Bronze Medal from COL Christopher J.
Beveridge, Commander, Eastern Sector,
USMEPCOM and President of the
Freedom’s Front Door Chapter.

Also

pictured is MAJ Crystal R. (CJ) Jones,
Commander, Kansas City MEPS, with
the Chapter’s Command Sergeant Major,
CSM Joanne M. Cox, CSM, Western
Sector and CSM of the Freedom’s Front
Door Chapter.

executed

Front

Door

coordinated
simultaneously
over

17

teleconferences and 17
defense

collaboration

sessions at the same time
to offer different venues
and diverse experiences
to attract a wider audience
- over 1,600 attendees
called or logged in from
throughout the Department of Defense.
Chapter members encouraged all of
USMEPCOM’s and other local units’ HR
Professionals to join all leadership and

How do you make a dispersed

professional development sessions which

organization a successful Adjutant

helped bolster interest and membership

General’s

numbers for the Freedom’s Front Door

Corps

Regimental

the SECDEF is pictured entering the
Chicago Military Entrance Processing
Station with CAPT David S. Kemp, US
Navy, Commander, USMEPCOM. Mr.
Carter’s visit was part of the Department
of Defense’s Force of the Future Initiative
to transition to an all-electronic record in
the near future.

Association Chapter? The Chapter’s

Chapter.

approach for FY17 embraced expanding

Freedom’s Front Door hosted sessions led

Chicago and other MEPS also host

leadership and professional development

by numerous subject matter experts out in

numerous other DoD officials and

sessions to include civilian venues

the field to include COL Angie Holbrook,

Recruiting Services Commanders in

spearheaded by a new Civilian Senior

Fort Belvoir Garrison Commander; COL

order to ensure we maintain open lines

Vice-President position, themed calendar

Neal McIntyre, our Adjutant General

of communication to provide the best red

of events, and kicking off the Chapter

School Commandant; CSM Nyeedra

carpet treatment to all of USMEPCOM’s

membership drive with our new National

Edwards, our Regimental Command

stakeholders. Below, the USMEPCOM

AGCRA President, COL (Ret) Robert

Sergeant Major, and many others. We

staff provides MG Jeffrey J. Snow, CG,

L. Manning and COL (Ret) Bob Ortiz,

have an exciting upcoming 90 days where

USAREC, a briefing on the Military

AGCRA Adjutant and VP, Publications,

USMEPCOM will host events with COL

Health System (MHS) Genesis which

as the opening event. In an attempt to

Hope Rampy, COL TJ Edwards, LTC

USMEPCOM will field in the first phase

network together with other installations,

Kelly Steele, and many others.

of its strategic plan. Pictured from left to

In just the last few months,

the Executive Council extended our
16
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right are Ms. Suzanne Kirchhoff, Medical

they travel to Washington

support our Nation’s youth.

DC.

Despite being virtual and the high

Honor

Flight’s

mission is to transport
America’s Veterans

to

Washington,

to

visit

DC

those

memorials

dedicated to honor the
service

and

sacrifices

of themselves and their
comrades. Honor Flights
leave from 42 states for

Staff, USMEPCOM; 1SG Shenecqua
Mouzon, Senior Enlisted Advisor, 6th BN
& Chicago MEPS; LTC Evangeline G.
Rosel, Commander, 6th BN & Chicago
MEPS; and CAPT David S. Kemp, US
Navy, Commander, USMEPCOM.

World War II, Korea and
Vietnam Veterans. Our Freedom’s Front
Door
MEPS

in

those

states

will

volunteer

in support of volunteer initiatives? As

time to assist these

USMEPCOM continues to evolve in

veterans as they

support of our Accessions Triad Partners

board their flights

and their missions, the Freedom’s Front

to DC. Freedom’s

Door Chapter also continues to develop

Front

and mature under the keen watch of its

Chapter President,

president, COL Beveridge.

1 Sector (Brigade) command position,
5 Battalion command positions, 26
MAJ command positions, 40 SEA
positions and numerous other Operations
Officer and Processing NCO positions,
USMEPCOM and Freedom’s Front Door
Chapter is the premiere home for our

COL

their

Door
Beveridge,

virtual, the Chapter has numerous

is pictured below at Chicago’s Midway

initiatives it hopes to execute as a Chapter

Airport assisting veterans checking in

– thinking outside the box to promulgate

and boarding their flights.

activities Chapter members can conduct

Chapter will continue to strive. With

with

How can a virtual Chapter come together

Though

summer, the Freedom’s Front Door

Chapter

members
42

turnover of personnel expected each

AG leaders in the joint realm. Forging
relationships with different services
within

USMEPCOM

and

with

its

We are looking to identify some shared

partners is a vital part of Freedom’s Front

interests amongst

Door’s mantra to Remember the F.L.A.G.

Chapter members

With COL Beveridge at the helm of this

and

support

chapter, it will continue to sustain those

similar events at

relationships and keep what is paramount

the

same

time.

at the forefront of our organization’s

Freedom’s

Front

mission and the Chapter’s purpose -

Chapter

Family, Leadership, Ambassadorship and

Door
is

committed

to

showing

Growth.

community
support
coming
during similar time periods. This spring,
Freedom’s Front Door will launch an
effort to support Honor Flight Veterans as

in

the

months

by participating in nation-wide Adopt
a Highway initiatives to improve the
environment, and possibly a nationwide
USMEPCOM school supply drive to
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The Carolina Chapter –
Supporting the Home of the AG Corps
By MAJ Joaquin H. Dequintanaroo

T

he Carolina Chapter
becoming aware of the most
of
the
Adjutant
recent military policies;
General’s Corps Regimental
current issues; and the many
Association
(AGCRA)
initiatives taking place as well
has a rich heritage dating
as those on the horizon. The
back to 14 February 1991,
Carolina Chapter brings its
Valentine’s Day. Located at
members together to engage
Fort Jackson, South Carolina
in professional thought while
the Carolina Chapter has the
providing an avenue for its
unique privilege of interacting
human resources community
with every level of Adjutant
to strengthen itself through
General
Professionals,
the sharing of professional
including Active and Reserve
knowledge,
skills,
and
Component Officers and
attributes.
NCOs, Civilians, and Retirees. Members of the Carolina Chapter participate in a gift wrapping fund The Carolina Chapter takes
The
Carolina
Chapter raising event.
great pride in giving back, not
be the home of the Adjutant General’s
recognizes that the diversity
just on the Installation, but
of our members is our greatest strength. Corps has enormous advantages for the throughout the communities surrounding
We are fortunate to have members from Carolina Chapter. We are fortunate to Fort Jackson. We have been privileged to
all backgrounds to include our sister receive frequent visits from senior AG have great Officers in the chapter who
services. We encourage our members to leaders, including many General Officers are eager to go into the communities and
bring friends and non-human resources (AC, RC, and Retired); Distinguished make a positive difference. Over the past
professionals to our meetings and events Members of the Regiment and Adjutant year, numerous members of the Carolina
in hopes of spreading the word and General’s Corps Hall of Fame Inductees. Chapter have participated in several
providing understanding not only for Fort Jackson, and specifically the fundraising and social events, including
what we do, but what we can and are Adjutant General School, serves as the several of which have been hosted by
willing to do to take care of people. We host for a myriad of Officer, Warrant the AGCRA. These events have enabled
take great pride in being more than just Officer and Enlisted professional the Carolina Chapter to provide school
an Association; we like to think of each development forums that our members supplies to children in need and offer
other as Family and we are committed to are encouraged to attend. This provides multiple scholarships to assist young
building strong relationships that will last an opportunity for our members to men and women attending college.
listen and interact with the higher levels Additionally, the Carolina Chapter takes
well past our time here at Fort Jackson.
Being located at what many consider to of the Adjutant General’s Corps while great pride in our community outreach
18
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Carolina Chapter members attend a quarterly Chapter breakfast featuring a guest speak and presentation of AGCRA awards.

efforts to retired and disabled Veterans. We
were particularly honored this past year to
serve holiday meals to, and spend quality
time with many retirees and disabled
Veterans located throughout the city of
Columbia, SC. Because of its multiple
outreach initiatives, Carolina Chapter
members were recently recognized by
Fort Jackson’s Commanding General
with the CG’s Helping Hands Award.
In support of the professionalism and
esprit de corps of the Adjutant General’s
Corps, the Carolina Chapter has played
a vital role in ensuring the success of
the AG Corps Regimental Week that
coincides with the National AG Ball
normally held each June. Members of the
Carolina Chapter volunteer to assist in
multiple Regimental Week events which
typically starts with the Carolina Chapter
AG Breakfast held at the Fort Jackson
NCO Club. This venue provides space for
up to 300 personnel from Fort Jackson
and the surrounding area to not only
hear myriad great guest speakers, but to
network with other AG professionals and
build relationships that makes our Corps

so great. During the events of the week,
it is common to see dozens of individuals
wearing their Carolina Chapter member
T-shirts while either participating in or
supporting such events as the AG Week
Fun Run and the Maude Memorial Golf
Tournament. Additionally, the Carolina
Chapter enthusiastically supports the
National Chapter in other AG Regimental
Week activities including the annual
National AG Corps Regimental Ball
which is one of the most prestigious
military events conducted in South
Carolina.
As we approach summer and fall this year,
the Carolina Chapter has multiple events
planned to support our AG Corps. We are
already in the planning phases for our next
quarterly breakfast; several fundraising
events; and many other opportunities /
initiatives to serve our community. This
year our very aggressive VP of Programs
and Activities has added a Canned Food
and Coat Drive and the 2017 Back to
School Give Away in which the Carolina
Chapter will partner with one of the local
elementary schools to provided items

to kids in need. Additionally, this year,
the Carolina Chapter will invite leaders
from the great AG leadership here at
Fort Jackson to speak at our Chapter’s
professional development forums.
All of what we do is paramount and
nested in the thought that we are here to
fulfill our purpose of providing timely
and effective human resources support
to both the personnel on the ground and
the Commanders we support. As with
any Chapter, it is imperative that we
forge relationships that allow us to share
our experiences, ideas, and information;
provide support to and for one another,
and to learn and grow, all in an effort to
be make a difference in and a positive
impact on the lives of those people with
whom we live and serve. As always, we
welcome any suggestions on how to
make our chapter better; why, because
we love and are committed to taking care
of people!
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Welcome to Korea
AGCRA Morning Calm Chapter
By Susana L. Ramos, President, Morning Calm Chapter

B

est known as the “Land of the
Morning Calm,” South Korea is

home to over 200 active duty AG Service
Members, DA Civilians, and Retirees
charged to “Defend and Serve.” Spread
over four major U.S. Army Garrison
(USAG) posts, our “undying Soldier
support” is found in Camp Casey, the
closest station to the Demilitarized
At the Morning Calm Chapter October 2016 breakfast event,
MSG Susana Ramos, Chapter President, welcomed the new
Chapter Committee and emphasized the history of the AG
Corps and the importance of preserving our AG legacy.

Zone (DMZ) and North Korea, and
the home of the 2nd Infantry Division
Headquarters; USAG Yongsan, the home
of U.S. Forces Korea and Eighth Army

Army (KATUSA) Soldiers. These hard

here are critical in assisting leaders to

(8A); USAG Camp Humphreys, soon to

working Republic of Korea (ROK) Army

find solutions for lack of continuity and

become the largest and most populated

Soldiers are integrated members of our

operational gaps in capability. We do

OCONUS U.S. base, almost equal in size

AG Corps and the Regiment.

all this while ensuring we are prepared

As our AGC Creed mandates, we are

to fight as infantry against the constant

loyal to our nation, our units, and the

threat of North Korea.

Soldiers we serve. We know our units’

Our Morning Calm Chapter has over 100

Because of the nature of the operational

mission and our Commanders’ intent.

active members and conduct activities

environment

our

This is visible as Human Resources

at least every quarter in each major U.S.

Service Members are assigned to over

Professionals in Korea have to exercise

Garrison. Our most recent activity was a

10 major subordinate commands. You’ll

our trade at the highest level of

chicken and waffle lunch hosted by the

find AG personnel serving in infantry,

proficiency, from integrating personnel

19th HR Company in Yongsan, an element

intelligence, signal, medical, and aviation

services

continuous

of the 19th ESC. The 19th HR Company

units such as 2ID, 501st MI BDE, 1st

personnel service support operations

is our reception company in Yongsan, in-

SIG BDE, 65th MED BDE, 19th HR

during build-up, surge, and combat

processing an average of 200 Soldiers

Company, 35th ADA, the Military Postal

operations. Due to the 60-70% annual

monthly. The guest speaker for this event

Company, and the 8A Band. Additionally,

turnover in personnel and the short

was CW4 Shannon L. Nance, who is the

we serve shoulder to shoulder with the

dependent restricted tours, AG Soldiers

most senior AG Warrant Officer in South

to Fort Hood; and finally USAG Daegu,
home of the 19th Expeditionary Support
Command (ESC).

in

South

Korea,

to

providing

Korea Augmentation to the United States
20
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Korea. Chief Nance delivered a powerful
message highlighting the words “be
courageous, set goals for yourself, never
quit, remain focus, treat others the way
you like to be treated, and never forget
where you came from.”
Two of our super star AG Soldiers
recently graduated from the Basic
Leaders Course, SPC Tawny Soto and
SPC John Hoskins, both making the
Commandant’s List. Additionally, SPC
Soto was recognized as the female Iron
Soldier for having the highest APFT
score, a 344 on the extended scale. SPC
Soto is a Human Resources clerk for 3d
MI BN, 501st MI BDE. SPC Hoskins is
a member of the 501st MI BDE S1 and
works as their LNO within the reception
company.
Our goal is to have our AG Service
Members leave Korea with a vast
experience of human resources best
practices, an appreciation for the AGCRA,
great memories from the Morning Calm
Chapter, a large network of professionals,
and the pride to continue to preserve
our military and AG traditions. To the
past, present, and future members of the

As part of the Morning Calm Chapter’s “Why We Serve” chicken and waffle luncheon, the
following accomplishments were noted: From 24 February to 2 March 2017, the 19th HR
Reception Platoon in-processed 173 personnel; and the Postal Platoon processed 6,544
pieces of incoming mail and 1,925 pieces of outgoing mail at the Yongsan MPO, 2,585 pieces
of incoming mail and 646 pieces of outgoing mail for Camp Casey, and 961 pieces of incoming
mail and 193 pieces outgoing for Camp Red Cloud.

Morning Calm Chapter, we say to you
all,“Katchi Kapshida” which in Korean
means “We Go Together.”

The 501st MI Brigade in South Korea had two
AG Soldiers selected for the Commandants
List at the 8th Army Basic Leaders Course
graduation. From left: SGT Naomi Sat, Brigade
Human Resources SGT; MAJ Becky Siu, Brigade
Adjutant; SPC Tawny Soto, Battalion Human
Resources Specialist; SPC John Hoskins,
Brigade Reception LNO; MSG Gary Krese,
Brigade Senior Human Resources SGT; CW2
Aldo Castro-Santos, Brigade Human Resources
Technician.
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AGCRA Bison Chapter
Fort Riley, Kansas
By MAJ Lawrence Torres, Chapter President

T

he AGCRA Bison Chapter at
Fort Riley was first activated on

September 21, 1990.

As with many

of the U.S. Army Divisions, the 1st
Infantry Division (1ID), “Big Red One,”
OPTEMPO is high, which makes it
difficult at times to inject AGCRA events
into the training calendar. That being
said, when I first took over the Chapter
around the July 2015 timeframe, my
first two goals were to reenergize the
Bison Chapter by any means possible,
as well increase / enhance AGCRA
membership, recognizing that I would
need the support of the entire 1ID HR
Community in order for the Chapter to be
successful. I wanted to ensure that Big
Red One HR Professionals recognized
the importance of the AGCRA and what
it stood for.
With the direct support of the 1ID
G-1, LTC Trina Rice, my team and I
began our mission by hosting several
after-hours events to help spread the
word and promote AG / HR esprit de
corps. We referred to this as “AG After
Work,” which took place at various off
post restaurants / locations to provide
an opportunity for networking.

An

opportunity to collaborate with fellow
HR Professionals, both civilian and
22

Bison Chapter “AG After Work” recognizing the 1ID CG’s Mounted Color Guard with impact
awards for supporting the first-ever 1ID AG Ball.

military, as well as discuss the latest

we are expected to provide customer

Bison Chapter initiatives.

service, however, I made it clear to the

The Bison Chapter devoted its efforts

entire 1ID AG team, that one of my

and activities to directly reflect the

primary goals as Chapter President

objectives of the National Executive

would be to recognize those that have

Council, which included increasing

made significant contributions to the

AGCRA membership, sponsor new

Corps. I take great pride in rewarding

HR methods, to provide a forum for

those that routinely go above and beyond

the mutual exchange and discussion

to ensure that premiere customer service

of ideas and information of interest to

is provided to our Soldiers daily, as they

members of the Association, to promote

deserve nothing less. Due to the stellar

esprit de corps among all members,

efforts of the best Chapter council

and above all, to recognize fellow HR

within the Association, we were able

Professionals through AGCRA awards

to increase membership by over 100

for their respective achievements.

HR Professionals, (with Bison Chapter

As Army HR Professionals,
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affiliation), which greatly contributed

to us being able to host the first-ever
1ID AG Ball in May of 2016, with the
then FORSCOM G-1, MG Barrye L.
Price, serving as our guest speaker.
An extraordinary event that allowed us
to present over 20 AGCRA awards, to
include the Horatio Gates Bronze, the
COL Robert L. Manning Achievement
Medal,

as

well

as

the Theodore

Roosevelt Medal for Excellence in
Physical Fitness.

Bison Chapter “AG After Work” Team-Building event at the La Fiesta Restaurant, Junction City, KS.

Bison Chapter AG Ball,Kansas City, MO, May
14, 2016.

The Bison Chapter mission is to ensure
that 1ID HR Professionals uphold the
concept of “Soldiers First, Experts
Always,” as we represent the AG Corps
and must exceed expectations.

The

AGCRA name must be synonymous with
excellence! We can only achieve this by
investing in our fellow teammates by
personal example, matching word and
deeds; motivating, inspiring, enabling.
Bison Chapter HR Professionals to
make a difference!
Defend and Serve!
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AGCRA Stuttgart Chapter
CMR 480 BOX GD, APO AE 09128

T

he Stuttgart Chapter of the Adjutant
General’s
Corps
Regimental
Association (AGCRA) was approved
by the National Chapter for activation
on 26 October 2016. This was due to
the efforts of several human resources
professionals, and their desire to start
a local chapter. This activation and the
efforts leading up to it date back to the
Spring of 2016, when two Army AG
officers (warrant and commissioned) got
together to discuss the AGCRA, and the
Stuttgart military community.
In the past, a sub-chapter existed
with varying degrees of success and
membership.
It was discovered by
the two AG officers that the AGCRA
had not been active for some time, and
so the journey to start a standalone
Chapter began. This journey began
by searching for human resources
professionals across the community.
Since the community is comprised of
two large combatant commands, and one
large Army command, the decision was
made to include all human resources
professionals, regardless of service.
The first step was to locate the senior
AG officer in the community in order to
garner their support for the organization.
The senior AG officer for the community
was the US European Command ECJ1,
COL Shawn Boland. A meeting was
set to discuss the Chapter creation and
activation. COL Boland was not only

24

supportive of the effort, but offered his
help. With his support, the proposed
Chapter President moved forward with
the creation of a Constitution and Bylaws,
and the development of a slate of Chapter
officers.

- Stuttgart as a nonprofit organization.
This proved to be challenging, as this
is a multi-stepped process including
legal reviews. The Stuttgart Chapter
was approved to operate in the Stuttgart
Garrison on 19 January 2017.

In order to do this, the Chapter President
reached out to the community via
email soliciting support from the
community of HR professionals, and
set a date for a meeting. This meeting
drew roughly thirty HR professionals
from the Army, Navy, and Air Force,
and included Department of the Army
(DA) Civilians. The objective of this
meeting was gain enough interest and
support, and to socialize the required
officer slate positions, so the request for
activation could move forward. Over the
next couple of months, volunteers for
the required officer slate positions were
received, and the required Constitution
and Bylaws were completed. Another
meeting was scheduled to vote on the
final officer slate, and the Chapter’s
governing documents.

Since then, the Chapter has begun to
grow in membership. The Chapter has
active members from the Army, Navy,
Air Force, and includes DA Civilians.
The Chapter has proposed to create a
HR University for the entire Stuttgart
Community, and is in the process of
developing plans to expand this across
the community. Plans for fund raisers
have also been discussed, and with the
impending Spring ahead, we are sure to
kick off the warm weather with an event
that will raise awareness for the AGCRA,
and to promote professionalism amongst
the human resources community.

It was at this time that the request for
activation was complete, and ready to
send to the National Executive Council
(NEC). After some time to review and
deliberate over the request, the NECs
voted to activate the Stuttgart Chapter.
Once this was accomplished, the Chapter
moved forward with a request for approval
to operate within the US Army Garrison
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Keep an eye out for the Stuttgart
Chapter… we are on the move, and up is
the only direction!
Defend and Serve!

LTC Scott R. Johnson
Stuttgart Chapter President
Find us on FaceBook at https://www.
facebook.com/AGCRAStuttgart/

AGCRA Mediterranean Chapter
By CPT Jermaine A. Athill, Chapter President
and SSG Arturo Valdez, Chapter Vice-President

T

he Adjutant General’s Corps
Regimental Association (AGCRA)
has had an active presence at the Allied
Forces South (AFSOUTH) Battalion
here in Naples, Italy. The Battalion is
a premier AG centric unit made up of
four different companies geographically
dispersed on three continents: the United
States, Asia, and Europe. Its geographical
locations encompasses entities in the
continental United States, Italy, Turkey,
Spain, Madrid, Greece, Romania, and
Bulgaria. The Battalion has in excess of
400 Soldiers, Department of the Army
Civilians, and Family Members, all
working to support the NATO mission
and the community in which they reside.
The unit task organization includes
a diversity of military occupational
specialties, however, significant to its
foundation is 70 Human Resources (HR)
Professionals who are the brick and
mortar of the Mediterranean Chapter and
all things AG related within unique duty
locations.
The Mediterranean Chapter is a
very young chapter, it was activated
in 2013 with approximately seven
members. Unfortunately, there were
limited resources to keep the Chapter
active causing it to be inactivated for
about two years. In February 2016,
the Mediterranean Chapter reopened
its doors to the Adjutant General
community of the Mediterranean area
of operations (AO) and is an active
Chapter with enduring ambitions. As
a nonprofit organization the Chapter is

headquarters on the NATO, Joint Forces
Command Base, Lago Patria, Naples,
Italy. This allows the Chapter to have an
excellent networking base among Joint
and Allied nations, thereby enabling AG
Soldiers superb opportunity for growth
in a global and international sphere. AG
Soldiers assigned to US Army NATO
across the Allied Forces South Battalion
AO are enabling NATO, building great
networking opportunities with our
NATO Allies, and have unique access
to broaden their analytical and critical
thinking skills, and enhance their lives
both professionally and personally.
HR professionals are the life blood of the
AGCRA Chapters and the Mediterranean
Chapter is no different in that regard.
However, it is different in ties to NATO
and proximity to ancient travel locations,
great food and cultural exchanges. The
Mediterranean is at times referred to as
“The Ancient World” and our Chapter’s
emblem reflects the legacy of the ancients,
architecture, language and mathematics.
The outline of a Greek Temple with
roman numerals and the Latin phrase
“UT ADJUVEMUS DISCIMUS” (We
Learn So That We May Aid Others) is
our Chapter’s motto. The wreath of
Olympus, symbol of victory which is all
embedded in the Mediterranean culture
and history is also a part of our Chapter’s
culture. Our Chapter ideals are built on
the ancient civilization that have endured
and certainly have great impact on the
Western World. The great civilizations
of Greece, Rome, Carthage, to include

the Arabs, Phoenicians, Byzantines,
and certainly the Ottoman empires, is
the foundation upon which AFSOUTH
NATO HR professionals operate in…
Mediterranean!
With only a year of our Chapter being
reactivated we have re-established
ourselves to raise Chapter funds and
support our local community. We have
also had an abundance of support from
fellow AGs within the AFSOUTH

SSG Brandon Lee, Chapter VP, ITSC and
Webmaster, displays the sign of the Chapter’s
Dinner Plate Fundraiser during the “Back
to School” event held on the Naval Support
Activities Base, Naples, Italy.

Battalion AO. We started our first meeting
with an AGCRA Chapter breakfast In
May 2016 where we invited the entire HR
community to the local bowling alley to
1775 | Spring 2017
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talk about joining our Chapter. This event
was huge success with the membership
enrollment percentage growing by 10%.
We raised over $200 in ticket sales for
this event establishing our first fundraiser
as a successful one.
Our next community fundraiser was “The
Back to School” event in August 2016
where we not only raise money for our
Chapter, but also volunteered in support
of the US Navy’s Morale Welfare, and
Recreation (MWR) Office in support of
the Department of Defense School on
post. The Chapter community outreach
program enabled us to work with
DoD’s local leadership to ensure a very
successful event. Our AGCRA booth
was staffed by Association members and
volunteers who resourced, prepared, and
sold tostada and rice plates. By doing
this we felt that it would help our local
community who were attending the event
to not have to worry about making lunch
or dinner for their Families. We were
the only organization that had a unique
cuisine whose characteristics enabled us
to quickly sell out due to the demands
for a good dished by our Joint and Allied
Military and Civilian populations in
Naples, Italy.
One thing that we take pride in within our
Chapter is the fact that we have such a
diverse group of Soldiers and Civilians
that no matter the location of our
personnel they always seem to make it a
point to support the Adjutant General’s
Corps Regimental Association. Fellow
Soldiers from our outlying units traveled
to Italy for a great informative event. We
had the pleasure of having the AG Corps’
two most prominent leaders visited us in
Naples, Italy in FY2017. MG Thomas C.
Seamands, US Army Human Resources
Command (HRC) CG, and CSM Wardell
Jefferson had the opportunity to visit the
Allied Forces South Battalion and the
AGCRA Mediterranean Chapter during
an AGCRA sponsored breakfast. During
the breakfast, MG Seamands and CSM
Jefferson talked to the Chapter and HR
Professionals about the changes that were
26

happening back in HRC and the impact of
those changes affecting us being station
overseas in our NATO footprint.

HRC CG, MG Seamands and HRC CSM
Jefferson awarding the COL Robert L. Manning
Achievement Medal to SFC Dorothy Francois
and SSG Arturo Valdez.

Soldiers of other military occupation
specialties who attended the AGCRA
breakfast had open access to these
senior AG leaders that they might
not have otherwise had.
At the
end of the informative event, MG
Seamands and CSM Jefferson had the
opportunity to present some
of
our
Mediterranean
Chapter members with wellearned awards. Three of our
committee members received
the COL Robert L. Manning
Achievement Medal for their
dedication and hard work in the
startup and sustainment of our
Chapter. We also presented two
Theodore Roosevelt Medals for
Excellence in Physical Fitness.

dedicated AG Soldiers. CPT Jermaine
Athill, the Chapter’s previous Adjutant,
was recently elected as the President.
He has shown superb passion for the
AG Corps throughout and believes that
HR professionals should leverage the
AGCRA Mediterranean Chapter to
enhance not only their Army career’s,
which they’ve already cultivated, but to
attend military or civilian professional
schooling, start a civilian career,
volunteer within the community, seek
and become mentors, network, attend
undergraduate or graduate schooling,
engage in fellowships, and/or socialized
professionally with our Joint/Allied HR
professionals. As the newly elected
President of the Mediterranean Chapter,
CPT Athill had this to say, “Our platform
focus is fundraising for the Chapter
and raising funds towards a meaningful
military oriented organization, HR core
competence, and working issues relevant
for a vibrant and sustained HR profession
in and out of the Army, promoting esprit
de corps among all members of the
Association through AGCRA events,
enhancing the growth of the Chapter, and
to ensure that the next generation of AG
Soldiers see relevance in the AGCRA.”

The Mediterranean Chapter
recently held elections for new
committee members. If one
thing that we as Soldiers have
learned in the Army is that at
times it is hard to say goodbye, MG Seamands and CSM Jefferson receiving the first
but it is a warm feeling to know printed shirts of the Mediterranean Chapter in Naples,
that our prior members will be Italy.
replaced with hard working and
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The AGCRA Old Dominion Chapter
By LTC Michael B. Booker, President, Old Dominion Chapter

T

he Old Dominion Chapter of the

and these motivated members look

the Old Dominion Chapter was the 1st

AGCRA was organized in the

forward to accomplishing great things as

Annual Old Dominion AGCRA 5K Race

summer of 2012 and an official activation

members of the AGCRA.

through downtown Blackstone, Virginia.

ceremony was conducted in Blackstone,

The first few years saw an exhausting

The town rarely saw large events like this

Virginia on 17 October 2012. Consisting

yet fulfilling calendar of professional

and the run was a fantastic opportunity

primarily of HR professionals and

development, fellowship and community

to publicize the organization and stress

support from the Virginia Army National

service. Old Dominion members hit the

health and running to the residents of the

Guard headquarters at Fort Pickett, the

ground running and implemented service

town.

Old Dominion Chapter encompasses

projects such as Angel Tree, Feed the

Throughout all the excellent service

HR professionals throughout Virginia.

Homeless, Read to a Child, school supply

projects the Chapter continually gathers

When the Chapter was founded, the

drive and Cater to the Elders… just to

to discuss best practices in the HR

founding members wanted to focus on

name a few. Chapter members throughout

world and work with younger members

HR processes, community service and

Virginia gave time and money to worthy

on the best HR processes. The Chapter

awarding excellence throughout the

causes in the spirit of the AGCRA and

continues to award excellence within its

Commonwealth of Virginia. Additionally,

provided much needed items to those in

ranks and regularly submits for AGCRA

they wanted to focus on the networking

need and spent time mentoring youth and

awards for deserving HR professionals.

aspects of the group which allowed

spending time with the elderly. The first

The original Chapter President, LTC

HR

professionals

year ended with a culminating event for

Jennifer Martin, summed up the AG

the

Commonwealth

from

throughout

to

Corps best when she said,

work together on projects

“every time you touch a

and

enhance

their

HR

document, remember that

The

Old

there’s a face and a Family

Dominion Chapter started

behind it.” Members of the

in order to build esprit de

AGCRA Old Dominion

corps, expand knowledge

Chapter hold onto that

of AG

mantra

knowledge.

techniques

and

throughout

their

procedures, and provide

workdays, when they give

community

service

of the time and money to

With motivated

the community and when

projects.

members, the Chapter is

they gather with peers to
still successful today in Old Dominion Chapter members participating in a community service project better the organization.
accomplishing these goals where AGCRA members read to local schoolchildren in Blackstone, Virginia.
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during the holiday

remains a core part of the Chapter’s

season.

Members

purpose. Chapter member SFC Randall

are in the process

Carter summarized his experience with

of

re-instating

the Old Dominion Chapter when he

the

mentorship

said, “the AGCRA offers many benefits

the

for Army HR professionals including

local schools and

professional development and networking

other

opportunities

program

typical

moves

of

personnel

throughout the state, the Old Dominion
Chapter

has

undergone

leadership

changes and personnel plus ups and
deductions but the Chapter has remained
active in the community. There was a
recent Chapter adoption of a local Family

worthwhile

along

with

articles written by experts within the AG

projects.

The

Corps. As a member, I’m able to stay

recent membership

updated with the latest information that

drive saw a plus

is applicable to my role as an AG NCO.”

up of members within the Chapter and

The Old Dominion Chapter will continue

a renewed desire for service. Chapter

to promote professional development,

members

the

provide essential community service

teambuilding and networking as primary

throughout the Commonwealth, and offer

reasons they enjoy the Association, in

teambuilding and esprit de corps to their

addition to the community service that

outstanding members.

consistently

refer

to

The Old Dominion Chapter organized a successful school supply drive
for local elementary schools in Blackstone, Virginia.

The 1st Annual Old Dominion AGCRA 5K Race in
Blackstone, Virginia. Members, local citizens and
AGCRA Family members line up at the start line.
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excellent

community service
Old Dominion Chapter members mentored local elementary school
children in Blackstone, Virginia.

With

at
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AGCRA Rocket City Chapter supports
2nd Annual Black Tie Charity Ball
By CW4 (Ret) Sheren Roberts, Rocket City Chapter VP of Operations

O

n 13 August 2016, the Rocket City
Chapter of Adjutant General’s Corps
Regimental Association, the Legacy 4
Korean War Veteran’s Foundation, and
the Army Space Professional Association
(Rocket City Chapter), came together to
host the 2nd Annual Black Tie Charity
Ball. The master of ceremonies for the
event was our AGCRA Rocket City
Chapter Treasurer, MSG (Ret) Chenita
Henderson. The Charity Ball raised
over $13,000 for our Veterans at the
local Floyd E. “Tut” Fann State Veterans
Home. This Veterans Home offers firstrate senior living and care services for
senior citizens.

from each era that our Veterans were at
war. They had such a good time that they
will be invited to all the Charity Balls
from here on out.

Photo of SGT Gabriel Chiri, a WWII vet, during
the 2nd Annual Black Tie Charity Ball.

heartwarming and focused on the Tut Fann
Veterans. LTG (Ret) Phillips received a
thank-you gift from the AGCRA Rocket
City
President,
CW4 (Ret) EuGene
Roberts.

AGCRA Rocket City Chapter members present
a $13,000 check to the Floyd E. “Tut” Fann
Veterans Home.

The guest speaker for this event was LTG
(Ret) William “Bill” Phillips. LTG (Ret)
Phillips retired from the U.S. Army on
31 May 2014 as the most senior Army
Aviator on active duty. He has 30+ years
of Aviation and acquisition experience
in command & staff positions, and
is qualified in the CH-47, UH-1, &
OH-58 helicopters. His speech was

CW5 David Betancourt, Chief of our
AG Corps, was also in attendance. The
Ball culminated his two day tour of the
commands on Redstone Arsenal. He
was able to meet Soldiers, DA Civilians
and senior leadership from Army
Materiel Command (AMC), U.S. Army
Space and Missile Defense Command
(SMDC), U.S. Army Aviation and
Missile Command (AMCOM), Army
Contracting Command (ACC), U.S. Army
Expeditionary Contracting Command
(EEC), the AMC 369th AG Band, and the
One Stop In and Out Processing Facility.
He even had the chance to visit the U.S.
Space and Rocket Center while members
of the AGCRA Rocket City Chapter were
at a St. Jude Team Captains meeting.
The 3rd Annual Black Tie Charity Ball
is already scheduled for 5 August 2017.

In attendance were
our most honored
guests, 12 Veterans
from the Tut Fann
Veterans
Home.
These
Veterans
served in WWII,
the Korean War, Group photo of AGCRA Rocket City Chapter members with CW5 David
the Vietnam War Betancourt, Chief Warrant Officer of the AG Corps.
and / or the Gulf
War. Our hearts were all touched as they Contact CW4 (Ret) Sheren Roberts,
all stood and sang along to the National AGCRA Rocket City Chapter VP of
Anthem. The DJ (Mr. Cedric Thomas, Operations, for more information.
our AGCRA Rocket City Chapter VP of Defend and Serve!
Programs and Outreach, played songs
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The Aloha Chapter Celebrates 25 Years
Honoring the Past, Influencing the Future…
By COL Hope Rampy

T

he Aloha Chapter on Oahu has
been around for 25 years as
of November 2016 and has seen
some of our great AG leaders come
through during their tours to Hawaii.
The Chapter has a history of giving
back and this year we set out to not
only honor our past for our Silver
Anniversary, but to influence the
future by building our bench of
future AG leaders.
The Chapter set out to honor the The National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific, also known as the “Punchbowl”.
past at the Veteran’s Day Punchbowl
Ceremony in November 2016. We
Division G1 and units, 8th Theater our Chapter and AG Corps members
worked as greeters for this beautiful event Sustainment Command G1 and units, across Hawaii and the Pacific. Through
at the National Memorial Cemetery of the 94th Air and Missile Defense Command our AG Forums and breakfasts, the
Pacific. Also known as “Punchbowl” that G1 and all the Separate Brigades were Aloha Chapter continues its tradition of
was formed some 75,000 to 100,000 years represented at the breakfast.
growing and giving back to the Corps.
ago during volcanic activity. While there As we celebrate 25 years as a Chapter, Being a member of the regiment and
are various translations of the Punchbowl’s we are in full swing planning for our participating in your local Chapter is
Hawaiian name, “Puowaina,” the most AG Regimental Week, 15-19 May not only personally and professionally
common is “Hill of Sacrifice.” We were 2017 at locations across Oahu. From rewarding, but the most efficient way to
honored to stand among the heroes on this IPPS-A demonstrations to professional have a ready network to fulfill our charge
hill, overlooking Honolulu, Hawaii.
of being “innovative and resourceful”.
development
For our Aloha Chapter Breakfast
in December 2016, held at the 25th
Sustainment Brigade Dining Facility at
Schofield Barracks, over 100 Soldiers
and Civilians gathered to share fellowship
and honor a past member of the Aloha
Chapter, CW4 (Ret) Bob Loftis. Bob,
a forty-year Soldier and Army Civilian,
and a longtime member of the United
States Army Pacific (USARPAC) G-1
and the Aloha Chapter, shared with the
group his love of Soldiers, the importance
of working hard to support them, and
his thoughts on the future of our Corps.
Another honored member of the Chapter,
COL (Ret) Pat Rice, USARPAC Deputy
G1, introduced Mr. Loftis. Members from
the USARPAC G1 Team, 25th Infantry
30

sessions and panels
for Soldiers, NCOs,
Officers and our DA
Civilians, this will be
an informative and
fun week. We will
close out the week
with our annual
ball with the theme
of “Honoring our
Past... Influencing
our Future”.
The Aloha
Chapter
strives
to share lessons
learned, fellowship
with and develop

Aloha Chapter Breakfast participants included from left to right: SGM
Scott Lesch, USARPAC G1 SGM, Marian Asuncion, Executive Assistant,
CW4 (Ret) Bob Loftis, COL Hope Rampy, USARPAC G1, COL (Ret) Pat
Rice, USARPAC Deputy G1, CW4 Ramirez, USARPAC Senior WO, and
LTC Tracy Wadle, USARPAC G1 XO.
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The Ozark Chapter
By 1LT Brittany Oletti

I

t has been an exciting year for the
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental
Association (AGCRA) Ozark Chapter.
Although the Chapter is not new, after
several periods of interrupted activity,
it has managed to gain support and fire
once again. The AGCRA Ozark Chapter
was officially recognized as an affiliated
Chapter by the National Executive Council
on 11 October 1991. Upon completion of
the nonprofit organization paperwork and
the Chapter Constitution and Bylaws, the
Ozark Chapter was officially activated
on 12 March 1992, with 60 members,
which was a strong showing considering
Fort Leonard Wood’s size then. The
Chapter was extremely active from 1992
to 2003, hosting a multitude of events
and culminating in an AG Ball on 7 June
2003.

from the Commander of the 43d Adjutant
General Battalion, the Installation G-1,
to the training Brigade S-1s and DHR
Civilians. As a team, they were able to
reestablish the Chapter into a thriving
organization that encouraged leadership
development at every level, as well
as educated even the most senior of
leaders in the Army human resources
field. Monthly training sessions became
a common occurrence, and the Chapter
began exploring additional activities
to increase attendance and networking
amongst human resources professionals.
In the past 12 months, the Chapter hosted
a variety of leadership professional
development and core competencies
seminars for the installation at large.
Topics that were covered included

Evaluations, WebEDAS, Sponsorship,
and Army Writing Style. Some of the
topics, such as HR Metrics, were promoted
among and enthusiastically attended by
Commanders. The instructor conducted
an initial Commander presentation
to assist Company and Battalion
Commanders in understanding how to
read the metrics and the importance of
them; followed by the HR Professional
presentation that discussed how to pull
them and interpret them. Many of our
mentorship seminars are given by Subject
Matter Experts (SME) on the subjects;
Soldiers and Civilians who have attended
additional training on the subjects, such
as the new NCOER Training that was
hosted at Fort Jackson. In addition to AG
Soldiers sharing knowledge, a number

Shortly following the Ball, the Ozark
Chapter experienced a lull in activity
during the first years of OEF and OIF, with
pockets of activity emerging occasionally
when there was enough of an AG presence
to generate support. However, it was not
until 2014 when the Chapter reapplied
for nonprofit organization status on Fort
Leonard Wood, that the Chapter was able
to gain momentum once again.
More recently, the Ozark Chapter was
reconstituted and recognized as an
official nonprofit organization on Fort
Leonard Wood in 2014. The Chapter’s
establishment was spearheaded by the
AG Community across the installation –

COL Niave Knell, Commander, 14th Military Police Brigade, speaks to HR Professionals at the
most recent Ozark Chapter AGCRA Breakfast.
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of seminars have been led and taught
by civilian SMEs from the Fort Leonard
Wood MPD and DHR agencies. Among
these were seminars on sponsorship,
strength management and EDAS. The
Ozark Chapter also received broad
support from the Post DHR Chief, Mr.
Jesse French, who involved himself in
and provided vigorous support for the
reactivation of the Chapter.
The Chapter has expanded beyond
the traditional LPD to include social
activities as well. A quarterly breakfast
program has been established, and the
Chapter has hosted three breakfasts to
date. The breakfasts had three distinct
guests speakers – the current Fort
Leonard Wood G-1, LTC David Housh,
who was able to encourage Soldiers to
develop within the AG Corps; the 43d
Adjutant General Battalion, Battalion
Commander, LTC Seth C. Graves, who
discussed leadership and the importance
of the AG Corps’ enduring principles; to
the most recent, the 14th Military Police
Brigade Commander, COL Niave Knell,
who although a Military Police Officer,

The breakfasts have had remarkable
attendance – all three sold out!
Perhaps the most exciting event was the
joint 43d Adjutant General Battalion
/ AGCRA Ball that was hosted on 16
October 2016. It was the rejuvenation
of the Ball, as the Ozark Chapter has
not hosted a Ball since 2003. The Ball
included not only the Soldiers and
Families of the 43d Adjutant Battalion,
but also included 42As from across the
installation, the 399th Army Band, and
Civilians serving in the Department
of Human Resources and Military
Personnel Division at installation. The
Ball had a comprehensive program,
including remarks from the Join-Base
Lewis McChord G-1, COL McGregor, a
historically accurate grog, and dancing
post the official program. Soldiers were
able to network amongst all three training
brigades on the installation, as well as the
two FORSCOM units that are stationed at
Fort Leonard Wood.
Part of the beauty of the Adjutant
General’s Corps Regimental Association
is that it provides all the tools needed

COL McGregor (far left), Join-Base Lewis McChord G-1, and LTC Graves (far right), Battalion
Commander, 43d Adjutant General Battalion, present the Horatio Gates Gold Award to MSG
(Ret) James Holloway (center).

spent time as a Battalion S-1 and shared
how her time as an S-1 molded her into
the Brigade Commander she is today.
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to be a successful Human Resources
Professionals. The HR field is constantly
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changing – manning and numbers shift
every fiscal year, systems are developed
and others retired, and regulations
change daily. The need to be part of an
organization that empowers its leaders,
Soldiers, and Civilians has never been
greater. The AGCRA allows young
recruits and new leaders, fresh out of AIT
and BOLC, with innovative ideas and a
fresh outlook to interact and collaborate
with seasoned leaders and Civilians who
have spent years in the HR field.
The Ozark Chapter is an up and
coming Chapter within the Association.
Upcoming events such as a HR mixer, an
event for HR professionals to mingle and
relax in a collaborative environment, is in
the works. Monthly core competencies
LPDs are planned for the next two
quarters, and the draft of another exciting
Ball are already being done. For esprit
de corps, an AG “Fun Run 5K” is in
the books to be held during Missouri’s
beautiful autumn months.
The Ozark Chapter has many new,
exciting socials events planned as well as
cutting edge educational seminars in the
upcoming year – there has never been a
more exciting time to join!
It is a privilege to be an HR Professional;
behind every single paper is a person, and
it is the HR professional’s job to treat it
as such. People are the Army’s single
greatest resource – they are not managed,
they are enabled; enabled to do their job
to the best of their ability. Here in the
heart of America, the Ozark Chapter
encourages just that – enhancing Army’s
force by stressing the importance of every
single individual and their requests. As
a Chapter, we look forward to the future
of the Adjutant General’s Corps, the
Regimental Association, and the Human
Resources profession.

AGCRA Fort Hood Lone Star Chapter on the Move –
Human Resources Delivery to America’s Greatest
By Mr. Charles E. Green Sr., Director of Human Resources, Fort Hood, Texas

T

he AGCRA Fort Hood Lone Star
Chapter has a 30 year history
and has been support by some great
Americans over its time. People like
MG Jason Evans, MG (Ret) Dee Ann
McWilliams, MG (Ret) Barrye Price,
MG (Ret) Rick Mustion, COL Jay Jones,
COL (Ret) Phil Reamline, COL (Ret)
Maurice (Buck) Buchanan, COL (Ret)
Paul Profitt, CW5 (Ret) Ronald Galloway,
CW4 (Ret) Manny Flores, and CW4
(Ret) Charlie Green. I mention these
names because our Chapter is built from
a strong foundation and committed to the
growth and development of the junior
officers, non-commissioned officers and
Soldiers within our AG community at
the “Great Place” – Fort Hood, TX. It is
still the belief from the current Chapter
members that the most important person
in the Chapter is that young Soldier or HR
Professional that will continue to carry
the torch for the next decade and beyond.
Further in this article we will discuss who
we serve and what they sacrifice every
day for America’s freedom and liberties.
As we get ready to head into the Summer
of 2017, I want to take the time to
reflect on the many accomplishments
and accolades of the Lone Star AG
community of the Fort Hood area. Every
day I am amazed at what these Human
Resources professionals accomplish here

at the “Great Place”. Late last year, we
were graced by the Fort Hood visit of
MG Thomas C. Seamands, Commanding
General of Human Resources Command.
He provided many tools of wisdom and
upcoming trends within our changing
Army. Our AG community continues
to lead the Army with different types of
training, whether 1st Cavalry Division’s
PAC or Evaluation Training, and others.
We were also visited by the BG James
Iacocca, The Adjutant General (TAG) of
the Army, who provided us his insight
on future HR initiatives. It’s refreshing
to have the senior leadership come to
the field and provide their perspective
on where they see the Army going and
reemphasize the importance of what we
do for Soldier, and Families in our Army.
Many Lone Star Chapter members came
out to the “Zumba for a Cause” event in
February, and came out in numbers in
support of our former Chapter President,
retired MAJ Mary Smith. With the
event benefiting the Inflammatory Breast
Cancer Foundation (IBC), it was great to
see our AG community come together for
one of our own. Throughout this year our
members have supported our monthly
AGCRA Bake Sales in the Copeland
Center. We have raised over $1,000 for
the Chapter. All monies raised during
fundraisers goes to offset the ticket prices

for our upcoming AG Ball in July. We
continue to challenge our HR community
to get involved with the AGCRA Lone
Star Chapter as we are only as strong as
our members!
We ask Soldiers and their Families to
sacrifice so much to protect our freedoms
and liberties; therefore, they deserve the
best human resources customer service
we can provide. The Fort Hood Lone
Star Chapter is a conglomerate of Human
Resources professionals committed to
providing quality support to our Soldiers
and their Families. Families endure
and sacrifice more than any other in the
world, from separation when a Soldier
is deployed, to multiple relocations
throughout a military career. My point
is Soldier’s volunteer to serve, and they
have a choice to get out at their expiration
of their term of service (ETS). Families
do not volunteer; however, they serve
their country as well with supporting
our Soldiers, and their children make
more adjustments in their lives each time
they relocate by making new friends and
adjusting to new schools. There have
been Soldiers that have moved fifteen
times in a twenty-year career and just
imagine what their Families go through.
Our military has been at war for over
13 years and the President of the United
States (POTUS), has declared the war
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is being reduced so the nation’s military
began drawing down. We are allowing
great Soldiers to leave our ranks, just
as what has been done in all of our past
conflicts, (i.e., Vietnam, Korean) in a
condensed time frame. As what was
previously stated, our Soldiers deserve
the best human resources support and
opportunities that America can provide.
The POTUS signed a bill into law,
known as the Veterans Opportunity to
Work (VOW), in October 2012. This
bill provides opportunities for corporate
America to connect with departing
Soldiers and offers training and potential
job placement in Fortune 500 companies.
Several major industries have stepped up
and partnered with the U.S. military; for
example, General Motors and Raytheon
are currently providing on-duty training
program that prepares transitioning
Soldiers for a career as a certified GM
Automotive Service Technician. UA
Veterans in Piping (VIP) Welding is
partnering with Fort Hood, Fort Lewis
and other installations, to include the
United Association of Journeymen &
Apprentices of Plumbing and Pipe Fitting
Industry. This program is currently
training Soldiers in multiple welding
and stream-pipe fitting techniques.
Graduates of the program are guaranteed
membership / placement in the UA
Apprenticeship program.
Microsoft
and Systems Academy (MSSA) has an
on-duty training program that covers
a variety of software and computer
system related concepts; Soldiers are
trained to serve as Software Testers and
related careers within Microsoft and their
affiliated partners. Behind the scene,
these programs are all managed by HR
professionals who feel we are giving
back to those who gave so much to their
country.
History reminds us of how the Vietnam
Veterans were treated when they returned
34

from combat. Our country was very
much in disfavor of the war and took their
frustration out on these great Americans.
There were no companies or opportunities
available for them, and we did not receive
them back as a grateful nation. Soldiers
would return and immediately take off
their uniform and hide the fact that
many gave their lives for what our nation
deemed important at the time. These
Soldiers were drafted and told you get
a window or aisle seat to the war. They
served gallantly and lost their lives. What
we have done in this era is to right the
wrong and remember they were also
heroes, and this time we would get it right.
These pioneers are the reason America is
opening their arms to today’s Soldiers and
their Families. No matter why we go to
war, Soldiers are trained to fight and win
wars. These great American’s did not
fail us, and we owe them a great deal of
gratitude. We can never give them back
enough for their sacrifices.
As the Director of Human Resources
Directorate for Fort Hood, Texas the
largest military installation in the
United States, we have responsibility of
providing casualty and mortuary affairs
to over 250,000, active duty Soldiers,
Veterans and Retirees for 165 counties
in the State of Texas. Our geographic
area of responsibility covers the northern
portion of Texas, from Oklahoma and
Arkansas borders to south of Austin,
Texas approximately 785 miles. This is
a zero defect mission because the Family
and nation only gets one chance to render
condolences and remembrances to our
fallen comrades and Family members.
One Saturday morning, our Soldiers were
requested to provide a funeral detail for
one of our fallen comrades. The detail
went to the cemetery and was waiting for
the Family to arrive. At approximately
11:00 am, the hearse arrived carrying
the Soldier’s remains and a tearful family
following. The bugler was positioned 40
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yards northeast of the gravesite and began
to play Taps upon the interment of the
body. Two Soldiers then lifted the flag
off the casket, showing the thirteen red
and white stripes and blue with 50 stars.
They began folding the flag one corner
to another in the shape of the continental
army hat with 13 stars showing. The
Sergeant cuffed the flag with his head
bowed, then turned facing the widow as
he kneeled; while on one knee he lifted
it up with a stern face and presented it to
the widow. His words were “On behalf of
the Secretary of the Army and a grateful
nation, I present this flag as a token of our
gratitude for the sacrifices your spouse
and you have made to our country.” With
tears in her eyes, she looked down at him
and said, “This is what he has always
wanted to do, serve his country with
honor and valor; I am so proud of him and
this grateful Nation.” This is powerful
and more the reason we must never forget
our Fallen or the Families for what they
sacrifice.
The most important reason we ask Soldiers
and their Families to sacrifice because
without them we would be defenseless
against terrorist and other attacks against
our great nation. Soldiers deserve the
best human resources customer service
because they give their lives every day
for the security of our nation. There is
no more honorable profession than that
of being a Soldier. But most importantly,
Soldiers give their lives for our freedom,
and we can never give them enough. The
Fort Hood Lone Star Chapter never takes
what they do for granted and our Chapter
is committed to them for their service.
Defend and Serve!

SECTION IV

Integrated Personnel & Pay System – Army (IPPS-A)

IPPS-A Update
By Vega Gordon
IPPS-A Communications Support

T

he Integrated Personnel and Pay
System - Army (IPPS-A) Increment II
Execution Order (EXORD) was recently
published in December 2016. The Army
is committed to building and deploying
a system that is transparent, efficient
and comprehensive to meet the needs
of today’s total Army. A team of subject
matter experts and stakeholders from
all Components currently participate
in the system’s development and are
dedicated to IPPS-A’s success. IPPS-A
will deliver visibility over the entire force
and maximize the potential of the Army’s

The IPPS-A Project Team is comprised
of Active (AC), Army Reserve (USAR),
Army National Guard (ARNG), Adjutant
General and Finance Corps subject
matter experts committed to successfully
deploying IPPS-A across the Total Force.
To achieve this goal, the Army will
incrementally build and deploy IPPS-A
during five stages, or “Releases,” through
FY 2020. During each release, the Army
will launch additional IPPS-A capabilities

greatest asset, the Soldier, to enhance
Army readiness. It will improve access,
timeliness and accuracy (auditability) of
personnel, pay and talent management
information for the Total Army –
integrating more than 30 current systems;
eliminating more than 300 interfaces;
ensuring secure, consistent processes and
data; and meeting required standards.
IPPS-A will provide online access to
view all Soldiers’ personnel and pay
information within a command, even
in multi-Component units. IPPS-A

will provide Leaders and Human
Resources (HR) Professionals with the
tools necessary to more effectively and
efficiently manage personnel, pay and
talent management activities for their
units and organizations. This system
will allow them to gain the best access
and visibility of Army talent available to
match specific skills to emerging mission
sets. This EXORD allows IPPS-A to
facilitate a transformational leap forward
to enable three modern capabilities: Total
Force Visibility, Talent Management and
Auditability.

•

Total Force Visibility – Delivers visibility over the entire force
and maximizes the potential of the Army’s greatest asset — the
Soldier — to enhance Army readiness.

•

Talent Management – Allows Leaders to see the knowledge,
skills and abilities of our people to ensure the right person is in the
right job at the right time.

•

Auditability – Ensures the Army implements a personnel and
pay system that fully supports the Congressional requirement for
auditable financial statements — a secure, efficient and accurate
system.

building on previous Releases. Release 1,
focused on ensuring that Soldiers verify
and correct any inaccurate or missing
information in their IPPS-A Soldier
Record Brief (SRB) as part of the Data
Accuracy Campaign that was executed in
2015.
Increment II, Release 2 – Standard
Installation/Division Personnel System
(SIDPERS)
Functionality
(FY18).

This release will replace the functions
contained in SIDPERS-ARNG and
Electronic
Transaction
Manager
(eTRANS) to provide personnel readiness
management,
talent
management
capabilities, and essential personnel
services to the ARNG. It will provide all
54 states and territories with an integrated
HR database that eliminates repeated
data entry, inefficient paper forms
and prevents data inaccuracies. End1775 | Spring 2017
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to-end business process development
considerations will be evaluated and
improved to support HR activities to
include but not limited to: promotions
/ demotions, member participation
requirements, member benefits, duty
status and unit level manning.

pay functionality to include, but not be
limited to, base pay, taxes, allowances,
bonuses, allotments and leave. Upon
deployment of Release 4, IPPS-A will
serve as an authoritative data source
for Soldier personnel and pay data and
will fully support the Army’s audit
readiness goals for Military Personnel
Appropriations. Release 4 will also
yield a phased reduction of pay support
systems currently used by the Army,
but maintained by Defense Finance and
Accounting Services (DFAS). Details
regarding Release 4 will be addressed in
a follow-on FRAGO to be published NLT
October 2018.

systems. Details regarding Release 5 will
be addressed in a follow-on FRAGO to
be published NLT January 2019.
The IPPS-A leadership and stakeholders
made up of Commanders, Soldiers and
Army Civilians are heavily invested in
making sure that as a 21st century HR,
pay and talent management system is
developed. The people that it will serve
have an active voice in its creation to
ensure that it functions as effectively and
efficiently as possible.

Increment
II,
Release
3 –
Accountability and Essential Services
(FY19). This Release will focus on the
AC and USAR Personnel Systems and
the Total Force for talent management.
This release will provide capabilities
The implementation of IPPS-A is being
that support accountability and essential
led by COL James (Darby) McNulty
personnel services necessary to subsume
and COL Gregory Johnson, respectively
26 of the current personnel management
serving as the Program Manager and
systems for the AC
and USAR. Release
3 will establish
a
consolidated
system
that
provides visibility
of Soldiers across
the Total Army.
The
integrated
system will also
allow Commanders
to access timely,
accurate,
and
standardized
personnel
data
for
Soldiers.
In addition to
delivering
most
of the functions
required
to
establish an Armywide HR Enterprise
Resource Planning
(ERP)
system,
Release 3 will bring
HR payroll drivers
online to enhance
accuracy of pay,
credit for service,
COL Darby McNulty, IPPS-A Program Manager, provides an IPPS-A update to Army HR professionals and stakeholders.
and benefits. Upon
implementation of
this Release, IPPS-A will serve as the Increment II, Release 5 – Additional Functional Lead. To learn more about
authoritative source for Soldier data. Personnel Services (FY20). Release 5 IPPS – A, please visit https://www.
Details regarding Release 3 will be will focus on the personnel services not ipps-a.army.mil/.
addressed in a follow-on Fragmentary yet addressed by the previous releases.
Any questions regarding the
Order (FRAGO) to be published NLT Specifically, this release will incorporate
EXORD
can be submitted to the IPPS-A
October 2017.
functions related to evaluations and
program
(usarmy.pentagon.hqda-ipps-a.
Increment II, Release 4 – Pay retention management, along with mbx.ipps-a@mail.mil).
Services (FY20). Release 4 will automating some of the remaining
transition most pay service functions additional manual activities. Legacy
to the HR community providing a fully systems replaced during Release 5 include
integrated personnel and pay system for the Keystone Retention Management and
the Total Army. IPPS-A will incorporate the Army Single Evaluation Processing
36
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IPPS-A: Integrating the Total Future Force
By LTC Timothy R. Hickman, Chief, IPPS-A Fusion Center, Soldier Support Institute
“We are actively pursuing the Integrated Personnel and Pay System – Army (IPPS-A). IPPS-A is a Human Resources Information
System (HRIS) that for the first time, will allow the Army to manage the AC, USAR, and ARNG on one HRIS…”
LTG James C. McConville, Deputy Chief of Staff, G-1, USA, Senate Armed Services Committee Testimony, 8 March 2016
Introduction. The Integrated Pay and

and military pay (MilPay) under one ERP

Release 3 brings the Active Component

Personnel System - Army (IPPS-A)

also facilitates a cultural shift for the Total

and Army Reserve onboard enabling

is less than 300-days from going live

Force, as MilPay responsibilities move to

the Army to effectively manage all

with the Pennsylvania National Guard

the HR Community and away from the

Soldiers through one HR Information

(PAARNG) as the lead for the Total

local Finance offices. IPPS-A provides

System. By Release 4 in FY20, IPPS-A

Force. The Army is moving away from

these critical capabilities:

will provide Commanders the ability to

older proven, but non-integrated and
often obsolete personnel management
systems to an all Component, Total Force
talent management enabling Enterprise
Resource Program (ERP). That system
is IPPS-A.

Just as the Army evolved

and modernized by moving from older
disjointed

accounting

and

logistics

systems to more modern ones such as
GFEBS and GCSS-A, the Army continues

• Total Force Visibility – Delivers
visibility over the entire force to
enhance Army readiness.
• Talent Management – Allows
leaders to better see the skills and
abilities of their Soldiers – ensuring
the right person is in the right job at
the right time.
• Auditability

–

Supports

the

requirement

for

this forward momentum with IPPS-A,

Congressional

a system that everyone within the Army

auditable financial statements – a

will use regardless of Component, rank,

secure, efficient and accurate system.

electronically approve personnel and pay
actions 24-hours a day via its web portal.
Release 5, also in FY20, will incorporate
additional personnel service capabilities
to include evaluations. Future Increments
with future Releases are expected as the
system’s full capabilities are realized.
“This is not just a G-1, S-1 or personnel
system, this is an everyday system and
everyone will have a role in it. This is a
system that will help Commanders and
staff track readiness and help create
visibility across the Army’s Total Force.”

job title, or career field.

When is IPPS-A coming? IPPS-A

- COL Gregory Johnson, Division Chief,

What is IPPS-A?

The Army is

is preparing to launch Release 2 in

IPPS-A Functional Management Division,

committed to building and deploying a

FY18, which will subsume the personnel

PAARNG D-360 Day Command Briefing

Human Resources (HR) system that is

readiness management and essential

accountable, efficient, and user friendly to

personnel services functions contained

A Fundamental Change.

meet the needs of today’s total Army. The

in SIDPERS-ARNG, the Army National

Army G1 and senior leaders within the

Guard’s

Sustainment Community fully support

Additionally this allows the elimination

IPPS-A, a system that will provide

of 54 State and Territory versions of

Soldiers access to a 24/7 online self-

SIDPERs and the initial steps toward

service portal to view, initiate, and track

putting all three components on the same

HR and pay actions. The merger of HR

HR system for the first time. In FY19,

current

personnel

system.

represents

a

IPPS-A

transformational

leap

forward in the way we approach HR
systems, utilizing a proven Commercial
Off the Shelf (COTS) product by Oracle
called PeopleSoft instead of building an
Army-only system.

Additionally, the

Army is adapting and learning from the
best practices of other large corporations
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who use PeopleSoft. As the Total Force

“We have the best fighting men and

individual Component HR systems that

transitions to IPPS-A over the next

women in the world but they are backed

are dated and stove-piped by function and

three years, IPPS-A will facilitate the

up by a personnel system that goes back

Component. Soldiers must go to multiple

integration HR and MilPay; reducing

70 years, it’s outdated… the problem is we

locations to update information, execute

errors, ensuring greater accountability,

are in 2017, we’re in the 21st Century...”

transactions, or correct errors in pay or

enhancing readiness, and providing better

- Former Secretary of Defense Leon

promotion actions with no visibility of

customer service for Soldiers and Families.

Panetta, MSNBC interview “Reforming

the process. The result is data inaccuracy

The interface is intuitive, allows greater

the Military Personnel System,” 20 March

and inefficiency in a non-optimized HR

access and visibility for all users, and will

2017

support environment that does not meet

drive the Army towards authoritative data

The Next Generation.

the needs of Commanders or our Soldiers.

sources, instead of operating multiple

One benefit

of a tour of duty at the Soldier Support

“This is not an HR system, this is a whole

Institute is interacting with the next

Army system. This is 2017 and we’re

generation of leaders from the AG and

going to help bring 2017 technology

FM Corps. The young Officers, Sergeants

to the fight.” - COL James McNulty,

and Soldiers may hesitate to admit it, but

IPPS-A Project Manager, ARNG IPPS-A

they are underwhelmed by the antiquated

Increment II Kickoff, 13 February 2017

technology driving the Army’s current HR

Growing Pains. IPPS-A will not be

The Way Ahead.

systems. They find themselves learning

a perfect system, nor will it solve all of

to use archaic, keystroke driven computer

to field IPPS-A to the Army continues

our personnel and pay problems; but it

programs instead of the intuitive software

is a significant leap forward from our

they have become accustomed to in most

current personnel systems, which are

facets of life. The blinking green dialog

experiencing

maintenance

prompt on the home screen of the Enlisted

and sustainment costs as they age. The

Distribution and Assignment System

current Army legacy HR systems are less

(EDAS), looks to them like something

adaptive and do not meet the requirements

from a bad 1970’s science fiction movie,

or expectations of our future Total Force.

not a tool to manage the Enlisted strength

Our newest generation of Soldiers’ are

of a 21st Century Army.

technologically savvy and expect their

Why Do We Need IPPS-A? A recent

long overdue capability. There are many

report by Former Secretary of Defense

efforts underway between the Program

Panetta and a dozen other national

Management Office, the DA Army G1,

security experts describes a military

and the Soldier Support Institute to plan

systems that require time consuming data
entry and reconciliation. The individuals
entering the Army today expect to input
information once and allow the system to
apply it where required without having to
input the same data into multiple systems.

increased

modern Army to utilize systems that are
powerful, advanced, and that meet their
needs.

to grow as the system’s capabilities
and impact become apparent.

There

is demand to see the system now and
by informing the Total Force of what
to expect, the vote of confidence for
IPPS-A increases and helps usher in the
change associated with the system. The
Army must continue to lean forward in
preparation for IPPS-A to ensure all users
understand and leverage this new and

personnel

system

for New Equipment Training (NET),

that is 70 years old,

facilitate

unresponsive to the

implement Institutional level training for

Army’s needs, and

IPPS-A. There is tremendous support

overly

restrictive

from the highest Army leadership, all

for

members

of whom are committed to fully fielding

transitioning

and capitalizing on the capabilities of

b e t w e e n

IPPS-A– the future of the Total Force’s

Components.

personnel system.

SIDPERS,

For more information about IPPS-A, visit

RLAS

and eMILPO are
prime examples of
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Change

Management,

www.ipps-a.army.mil.

and

IPPS-A Demonstrates the Future
By CW4 (Ret) James Fiedler, AG School Liaison, IPPS-A Program Management Office

T

he Soldier Support Institute received
some familiar visitors to Fort Jackson
in February 2017.
The Functional
Management Division (FMD), of the
Integrated Personnel and Pay System –
Army (IPPS-A) arrived at the Soldier
Support Institute on 21 February 2017 to
participate in a briefing to LTG Michael
Lundy, the Commanding General of the
Combined Arms Center. COL Johnson,
FMD Chief, MAJ Miller, Requirements
Branch Chief, MSG Franks, IPPS-A
Senior Enlisted Advisor, and Kristie
Pomata, System Integrator, were ready to
support an AG School initiative
for some new IPPS-A functional
courses.

venues. For future Adjutant General’s
Corps leaders this was an opportunity
to ask questions and see the software’s
capabilities after hearing for so long about
the program. Many of those attending
had not seen or had been given a briefing
about when, how and the capabilities
that the program will provide to Human
Resources Professionals.
With experience levels from every
echelon within the Army, question and
answer sessions proved valuable not only
for those experiencing for the first time,

October, the program took the comments
from the class, went back to Washington
D.C. and began working groups with the
National Guard, Active Duty personnel,
Human Resources Command and others
in order to solve the classes concerns.
Four months later Class 01-17 got to
see how their comments had affected an
ACAT 1 Program and more importantly
their own future as Human Resources
Professionals.
Following a long day with HR students,
the team then setup shop at a social event
at the Fort Jackson NCO Club.
Giving live demonstrations to
senior officers, civilians and
Sergeants Majors until much later
in the evening. Everyone who
stopped by the table was highly
impressed with the work that has
been done to get the program and
software to where it is today.

Before that happened though,
the team took to the “platform”
and gave PeopleSoft software
demonstrations and the future
IPPS-A software system for
Army
Human
Resources
A night of regrouping and
operations. Over 130 students
preparation led to a second day of
from AG Captains Career
briefings and walking some of our
Courses (AGCCC), Warrant
most junior HR Officers, as well
Officer Advanced (WOAC) and
as some of our most seasoned
Warrant Officer Basic (WOBC),
civilian professionals through the
Career Program 50 (Civilian
system. The Lieutenants, who
Military Personnel Managers),
have started learning legacy HR
as well as South Carolina Army CSM David Davenport (left), TRADOC CSM, COL Neal McIntyre systems in their classes, where
National Guard and 81st Reserve (second from left), Commandant, AG School, and COL Greg Johnson excited to see an HR system that
Support Center personnel had (center), FMD Chief, talk IPPS-A during a capabilities brief at Fort felt like the modern programs
the opportunity to view the Jackson, SC.
or applications which they are
software and ask questions about where but also for the program team. Speaking using today. The CP50 Civilians were
the software development was headed. with classes and from feedback received, also excited to see a system that may
These demonstrations were further the team just recently launched their eliminate some of duplicate work that
enhanced by the fact that all components IPPS-A Facebook Page and YouTube they are currently doing between legacy
were represented within these classes channel
(https://www.youtube.com/c/ HR systems.
and provided their components unique IPPSA). This was best represented by
perspectives as they had this opportunity. the AGCCC Class 01-17 which had the Events like these are instrumental in
Demonstrating the system to such a opportunity to see the system for the providing the field with a view of the “not
wide cross section of HR Professionals, second time since being in their career too distant future” in HR Capabilities.
in different stages of their careers, course. This class had previously brought While providing our HR Operators with
provides the program with an incredible up some extremely valuable insights into a vision of where they will be able to lead
opportunity to receive user feedback that the Army’s “work flow” of personnel the AG Corps as they progress in their
could not be gained from many other actions. After speaking to the class in careers.
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Getting Skin in the IPPS-A Game
By CW4 (Ret) James Fiedler, AG School Liaison, IPPS-A Program Management Office

I

f you have attended an Integrated

within IPPS-A, that allows the user to see

Pay procedures within the Army HR

Personnel and Pay System-Army

it, try it, and then prove they know it, all

community. This initial working group

(IPPS-A) briefing with COL Darby

through testing.

paved the way and set the structure for

McNulty, the IPPS-A Project Manager,

This was the first time that all major

future meetings.

and COL Greg Johnson, Functional

stakeholders involved with institutional

On the last day, the IPPS-A team had

Management Division (FMD) Chief,

training participated, to include the 83rd

the opportunity to showcase the system

then you have probably heard them use

U.S. Army Reserve Readiness Training

to the United States Army Reserve

the phrase, “you have to get some skin

Command, the SSI, the 80th Training

80th Training Command and the 94th

in the game.” During the week of 27

Command and the National Guard

Training Division. COL Kris Belanger,

February through 4 March 2017, a great

Professional Education Center. These

the G7 for the 80th Training Command,

deal of Army Human Resource (HR)

commands cover every level of military

requested this briefing to provide a

Professionals went all in.

HR training throughout the Army,

command update and allow IPPS-A

Three events occurred that brought

indicating that the Army’s school system

program leadership to hear first-hand

together some of the largest IPPS-A

was significantly invested in this event.

some of the unique aspects of how the

stakeholders to evaluate, plan and conduct

On 1 March, an impressive group of HR

USAR contributes important capability

necessary functions to keep the program

stakeholders gathered together to further

to the Army’s institutional training.

moving

Institutional

refine training needs, training audiences

The

Training and User Productivity Kit

and the products required to message

program status and latest achievements

(UPK) working group, the Training and

this HR system change to the entire

as well as outlining possible future

Change Management working group and

Army. The team worked on developing

capabilities.

a command update to the 80th Training

themes for each of the IPPS-A Increment

interested

Command provided an opportunity to

II Releases. These themes can then

infrastructure, mobile possibilities and

“get skin in the game” by a number of

be expanded to ensure all Army

talent management capabilities within

stakeholders.

populations have an understanding of

the system.

The week started off at the Soldier

the new emerging system. The various

update, MAJ Erica Miller, the FMD

Support Institute (SSI). The Integrated

commands in attendance also shared

Design and Development Support Chief,

Logistics Support (ILS) team led a

their latest HR lessons learned, tactics,

presented a demonstration on IPPS-A’s

working group on institutional training

techniques, procedures and innovative

strength reporting capabilities.

and UPK development. UPKs will be

training solutions that they are using to

This demonstration was the first time the

a major learning tool and help function

build a greater understanding of Military

40

forward.

The
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Colonels

presented

The
in

IPPS-A’s

80th

staff

was

everything

from

the

Upon completion of the

80th staff had seen the working software

Equipment Training brief and led the

effort that is being taken by all those on

and were impressed with what they saw.

discussion. This crucial conversation

the IPPS-A program and the stake holders

The demonstration then shifted focus as

allowed

that will be fielding it in the near future.

the senior leaders departed the room and

synchronization of all instructor training,

To learn more about IPPS-A, please visit

many of the action officer staff arrived to

no matter the Army Components, as well

the public website at https://ippsa.army.

dig into the full spectrum of training.

as ensuring that only the highest quality

mil or the Facebook page at https://www.

MAJ Megan Meinholz from the FMD

of Professional Military Education is

facebook.com/armyippsa/.

Transition Planning Branch and Vince

provided to our HR Professionals.

Hayes from the Program Management

The week was highly successful and a

Office ILS team provided the New

great example of the amount of care and

for

the

planning

and

The IPPS-A Program Management Office and Functional Management leadership provide a demonstration and briefing to BG Fletcher Washington, DCG
of the 80th Training Command.
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SECTION
V
Around the Corps
Army Human Resources Command (HRC)
Conducts Change of Command Ceremony
By HRC Public Affairs Office
MG Jason T. Evans assumed
command of U.S. Army Human
Resources Command on April 28,
2017.

MG Thomas C. Seamands served
as the HRC CG from June 5, 2015
to April 28, 2017 and will perform
new duties in Washington, DC.

FORT KNOX, KY — MG Jason T. Evans
assumed command of U.S. Army Human
Resources Command from MG Thomas
C. Seamands at ceremony held here
on Friday, April 28, 2017. U.S. Army
Deputy Chief of Staff / G-1, LTG James
C. McConville officiated the ceremony.
Upon relinquishing command of HRC,
MG Seamands will depart for new duties
in Washington, DC. MG Seamands
assumed command of HRC on June 5,
2015. His strategic vision and remarkable
foresight affected a myriad of Army
personnel policies and initiatives that
42

have significantly diversified the force,
improved HRC’s ability to identify and
manage talent, communicate Army HR
policies and programs, and set conditions
to man the Total Force.
MG Evans returns to HRC and Fort
Knox from the Pentagon where he
served as Director of Military Personnel
Management (DMPM) under LTG
McConville. He Previously spent almost
two years at Fort Knox from 2011 to 2013
when he served as The Adjutant General
(TAG) of the Army, U.S. Army Human
Resources Command.
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HRC is responsible for executing the full
spectrum of human resources programs
and systems to promote unit readiness;
help develop leaders; and sustain the
well-being of Soldiers, Veterans, and
their Families. HRC is a premier leader
in human resources support, balancing
the needs of the Army with the needs of
the Soldier.
To learn more about the U.S. Army
Human Resources Command, visit www.
hrc.army.mil.

Embracing a Change to Doctrine –
The 16th Special Troops Battalion
Develops Innovative Procedures to Manage
Multiple Theater Gateways
By LTC Brian J. Ketz, CPT Katherine Hansen,
CPT Carla Bender, 1LT Kowalski, and CSM Johnathon Uribe

Introduction. U.S. commitments to
NATO partnerships and alliances along
with strategic national interests has
influenced U.S. forces as they remain
engaged overseas. However, most U.S.
forces are in the continental United States,
which makes providing sustained Human
Resources (HR) support abroad more
complex and challenging. Unlike the
operations in the later part of Operation
Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi
Freedom, there are limited opportunities
to create theater gateways to amass troops
prior to assuming combat operations in
the European theater. This engagement
is expeditionary in nature and must rely
heavily on efficiency, innovation, and
enabling speed of assembly. In developing
a strategic concept of sustainment for
U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR), the
21st Theater Sustainment Command
(TSC) recognizes that there is no feasible
single entry point for massing forces into
the European theater. Instead, there will
be multiple entry points of debarkation,
through seaports, airports (to include
airborne operations), rail, and road
networks. These sophisticated logistical

operations pose a monumental challenge
for accurate personnel accountability,
which under personnel services, is one
of the major elements of the sustainment
warfighting functions. The key challenge
in HR operations is conducting 100%
accountability of personnel in and out of
multiple theater gateways on a day to day
basis.
The 16th Special Troops Battalion
(STB), 16th Sustainment Brigade (SB),
understands the importance of this
principle and sought its application in
theater sustainment activities. Since
2015, the main strategic focus for
USAREUR has been establishing and
executing Atlantic Resolve (AR). This
mission set is robust both operationally
and logistically causing leaders at all
levels to think and plan innovatively
using traditional doctrinal concepts
and creating new modes of operation.
Through various operations and events,
the STB applied both doctrine and
theater specific requirements to develop
feasible solutions for supporting the
entire Joint Operations Area (JOA) of
AR. The Battalion determined the key

impacts of utilizing personnel services
in developing a concept of sustainment
in the JOA to include enabling mission
command, generating a common
operating picture, and enhancing combat
effectiveness by leveraging key Army
automated systems to process and relay
data in real time at all levels. The 16th
STB applied both HR doctrine and
theater specific requirements to develop
feasible solutions for executing these
requirements and impacts in the JOA
by conducting a proof of principle,
capturing challenges and lessons learned,
and applying lessons learned to ongoing
mission sets.
Proof of Principle – Anakonda
2016 and Swift Response 2016.
Exercise Anakonda 2016 (AN16) served
as a proof of principle that demonstrated
that large scaled military operations
in eastern Europe would not mirror
deployment models that the U.S. Army
used over the last 15 years in Afghanistan
and Iraq and supporting Regionally
Allocated Forces (RAF) in recent years.
During AN16, U.S. forces arrived by land
and air to multiple locations throughout
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Europe to include airborne operations all
of which immediately began engaging in
operations upon arrival.
The multiple theater gateways, number
of participants, and shear vastness
of the exercise posed a challenging
requirement to demonstrate the personnel
accountability via Reception, Staging,
Onward Movement and Integration
(RSOI) of all participants before, during,
and after the exercise. Doctrinal Theater
Gateway
Personnel
Accountability
Teams (TG PAT) consisting of 12 to 21
Soldiers are normally located at a single
port of embarkation / debarkation to gain
/ maintain personnel accountability. This
doctrinal concept works extremely well in
a mature environment or when there is a
single-entry point for combat operations.
However, to gain and maintain personnel
accountability of forces in support of
the European theater, the 16th STB
took a different approach. By analyzing
the current doctrinal template and
overlaying operational variables, the STB
developed an approach that facilitated
multiple theater gateways, dispersed
PATs accordingly, and leveraged HR
information systems such as the Tactical
Personnel System (TPS) and the
Deployed Theater Accountability System
(DTAS).
To execute this unorthodox mission set,
the 16th STB served as the personnel-

synchronizing agency between U.S.
forces, foreign forces, and the host nation
who required oversight of the number of
forces operating inside their boundaries.
This ability provided visibility to host
nation militaries and defense officials
regarding U.S. movements within their
country which was essential to achieve
freedom of movement.
The 16th STB demonstrated a proof
of principle to facilitate and establish
personnel accountability to support
multiple theater gateway operations at
Ramstein, Germany and Torun, Poland.
The Battalion’s HR systems highlighted
the capability to not only receive
units into theater and create required
documents for rapid deployment (e.g.,
personnel manifest), but also facilitated
tactical convoys and airborne operations
to include the capability of receiving
forces on the ground after a tactical
airborne operation.
Throughout the exercise the 16th STB
received elements of the 10th AAMDC,
5-7 ADA, 82nd Airborne Division, 173rd
Airborne Brigade Combat Team (ABCT),
and two foreign nations (Portugal
and UK) at multiple locations across
Europe (Italy, Germany, and Poland).
The Battalion also manifested the 82nd
Airborne Division and 5-7 ADA elements
during staging operations in Germany
and during maneuvers in Poland while

Figure 1: Organizational Design – Theater Gateway Personnel Accountability Team (TG PAT)
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preparing them for onward movement to
their respective home stations upon the
completion of the exercise.
During
personnel
accountability
operations for AN16, TG PATs, depicted
in Figure 1, staged throughout the AR
JOA, and leveraged the inbound units’
accountability teams at their home
station. Most importantly, the TG PATs
incorporated tracking systems such
as Joint Capabilities Release (JCR),
Joint Planning and Execution System
(JOPES), and TRANSCOM Regulating
and Command and Control Evacuation
System (TRAC2ES) to increase speed
of assembly by creating a common
operating picture and enabling mission
command during movements.
The STB ultimately served as the link
between the 21st TSC and the units
entering the area of operations. To further
ensure 100% accountability during all
movements, the Battalion took careful
consideration with building its TG PATs
to be able to manage and facilitate RSOI
in and out of theater (see Figure 2). The
STB designed innovative uses of TPS
using HR personnel to create manifests in
a timely manner during the movement of
both inbound and outbound forces. TPS
capabilities streamlined accountability
between regionally dispersed TG PATs
and the STB HQs. While executing
personnel accountability functions, the
STB uploaded all manifests into DTAS
via a Translation Support File (TRN)
to provide the Commander a common
operating picture in theater and an
accurate personnel arrayal to monitor
massing of forces.
The need for precise personnel
accountability was critical during AN16
and proved to be more complicated
during Swift Response 2016. This was
primarily due to the requirement to
revalidate jump manifests at various
points supporting over 4,000 personnel

echelons up and
down the chain
of
command
and served as a
validation method
in-between
manifesting
locations to ensure
accountability of
all personnel.

systems (TPS and DTAS). Not only
was the ability to become an expert in
these systems crucial for each Soldier,
but leveraging additional information
systems (JCR and JOPES) was critical to
enhance the ability to perform personnel
accountability routinely. Incorporating
individual experiences from previous
deployments (such as managing scanning
operations at various theater gateways)
was also a factor during mission analysis,
which proved to identify efficiencies
while creating processes. Figure 4 depicts
the typical role of an HR Co during the
deployment of personnel into theater. As
one can see, this mission set is robust and
requires additional personnel, resources,
and training.

Doctrinal
Challenges
and
Lessons
Learned.
The
Figure 2: Regionally dispersed TG PATs facilitating RSOI of 82nd Airborne
during Anakonda 2016 (AN16).
above operations
provided
useful
for the entire exercise. To meet the
experience, identified challenges, and
requirement, the STB conducted several
afforded the ability to develop several
manifesting operations to include a
lessons learned based on the premise To optimally capture lessons learned
plane side jump manifest by chalk
of overlaying current operational based on theater specific requirements,
which identified precisely the door the
requirements against doctrinal structure the Battalion fostered a constant
jumper would use to exit the aircraft.
and functions.
Doctrinally, RSOI collaboration of ideas internally and with
Utilizing JOPES to maintain visibility
activities are a function of a TG PAT supported units to inspire innovation
of the aircraft while in flight, the STB
which are organic to a Human Resources and processes for future events. From
synchronized follow-on manifesting
Company (HR Co). Technical guidance manifesting 10th AAMDC’s 5-7 ADA out
operations once the paratroopers
and support for TG PATs should come of Baumholder, Germany, to receiving
landed onto their objective in Poland
directly from the Sustainment Brigade and enabling the 82nd Airborne Division’s
as an additional validation of the jump
Human Resources Operations Branch airborne operation, and manifesting and
manifest to validate accountability of
(HROB) and mission command from accounting for collaborated allied forces
each jumper. Not only was the STB able
either an STB or CSSB (see Figure 3).
such as the United Kingdom, Poland, and
to accurately account for U.S. organic
Portugal in an operational environment,
forces, but also allied partners such as During the above exercises, the STB
not
the UK’s 16th Air Assault Brigade by did
manually entering over 1,200 personnel possess an
into TPS. This meticulous process HR Co, but
enabled the Jumpmaster’s ability to the Battalion
perform accurately and efficiently while a d d r e s s e d
providing a shared common operating this structural
picture for the Commander to include all shortfall by
cross training
foreign partners.
every human
The accountability process for 5-7th
resources
ADA’s multiple convoys was similar
S o l d i e r
in the sense of validating manifests at
within
the
various points. The STB monitored all
unit focusing
ground movements from the Battalion
on
two
operations cell utilizing JCR.
The
primary HR
STB used the system to communicate
information
Figure 3: Placement of Human Resources (HR) organizations.
personnel accountability between various
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Figure 4: Personnel Processing Center conception sketch - inbound.

the 16th STB proved that it had the
ability to exceed doctrinal expectations
and structural shortfalls to meet theater
specific requirements.
Despite the
successes in executing this non-doctrinal
mission, these types of operations can
pose strains on a staff by pulling it
away from its doctrinal mission-set.
Augmenting the support of an HR Co
would help alleviate the strain of this
operational burden on the STB and its
personnel.
Applying Lessons Learned: 3/4
ABCT RSOI.
As the in-theater
experts for coordination occurring at the
operational level, the 16th SB provided
mission command over all logistical
requirements to facilitate the 3/4 ID
46

Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT)
RSOI. 16th SB rose to the challenge
and developed a concept of sustainment
to enable 3/4 to project forces, enhance
speed of assembly, and build overall
combat effectiveness. Using lessons
learned described above and with the
newly established 569th HR Company,
the 16th STB effectively played a direct
role in this process by establishing
more traditional TG PAT operations
for personnel accountability when 3/4
forces arrived into the theater gateways.
This proved to be an immeasurable
asset with over 5,000 Soldiers flying
via contracted military flights through
three civilian APODs within Poland into
seven Intermediate Staging Bases (ISBs)
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(pictured in Figure 5).
The TG PATs arrived personnel into the
APOD location in DTAS and created
onward movement manifests for the ISB
command team and both 16th STB and SB
S1s. The TG PATs completed this process
for up to six onward locations for a single
flight since follow-on manifests slotted
Soldiers for different ISBs based on their
Battalion. While at the APOD, TG PATs
arrived personnel into DTAS providing
real time updates for Commanders to see
who was in the theater and where. After
the initial upload the 3/4 ABCT S1 had
the ability and responsibility to manage
personnel within DTAS ensuring that
DTAS and PERSTAT matched, a key
tenet of personnel accountability.

Figure 5: Regionally dispersed 16th STB TG PATs facilitating RSOI of 3/4 ABCT.

Due to the activation of 569th HR
Company, the 16th STB HR personnel
capabilities increased tremendously. TG
PATs were now able to meet the robust
requirement of managing multiple theater
gateways across several civilian APODs
across the European continent. The TG
PATs possessed the capability to launch to
three different locations simultaneously
in support of all 3/4 elements entering the
theater. In the end, the deviation between
DTAS and PERSTAT was roughly 2%
showing a dramatic increase in personnel
accountability from AK 16 and Swift
Response 16.

operation. Thoroughly tying TG PATs
together with Civilian APOD personnel
paid dividends to ensure a smooth and
controlled process. Also, maintaining the
correct equipment set needed to operate
DTAS allowed for real time information
reporting to the STB, SB, and ABCT
S1s which established a unified process
for personnel accountability. In all,
managing the theater gateways for
3/4 ABCT entering Europe proved to
be an unbroken process that clearly
demonstrated the theater expertise the
16th STB gained from participating in
recent mission sets.

There were multiple processes and
procedures that proved vital to a seamless

Conclusion. The 16th STB proved
that the robust requirement of singularly

managing multiple
theater
gateways
is possible by first
conducting a proof of
principle, capturing
challenges
and
lessons learned from
the proof of principle,
and applying those
lessons learned to
ongoing
mission
sets.
The AR
mission set will only
continue to become
more
complicated
as more Brigadesized
elements
arrive into theater
with the use of nontraditional
theater
gateways.
The
STB demonstrated
the
operational
and strategic level
impacts of utilizing
personnel services in
developing a concept
of sustainment in
the JOA to include
enabling mission command, generating
a common operating picture, and
enhancing combat effectiveness by
leveraging key Army automated systems
to process and relay data in real time at all
levels. This involved empowering senior
leadership with immediate information
across the battlespace, creating a shared
understanding of the battlespace at
all levels, and increasing the speed of
assembly for deploying units upping
their combat strength, respectively. This
key relationship between personnel
services and sustainment operations is
vital to making “30,000 look and feel
like 300,000” and ensuring a “Stronger
Europe.”
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Behind the Scenes of 510th Postal Platoon:
Challenges and Keys to Success
By 1LT Erin Norton

T

he 510th Postal Platoon led by 1LT Erin
L. Norton and SFC Gracy J. Walker,
hails from the 510th Human Resources
Company, 10th Headquarters and Special
Troops Battalion, 10th Mountain Division
Sustainment Brigade out of Fort Drum,
New York. The Postal Platoon of the
510th Human Resources Company
deployed to the USCENTCOM Area of
Responsibility (AOR) in August of 2016
in support of Operations INHERENT
RESOLVE and ENDURING FREEDOM.
48

510th Postal Platoon provided enduring
postal services to customers at all Army
Post Offices (APOs) in Kuwait. Their
mission provided increased operational
readiness (morale support) and another
line of communication logistically for
Commanders within the CENTCOM
AOR. The Platoon was augmented
underneath the 178th Human Resources
Company out of Fort Bliss, Texas, which
commanded postal operations for Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
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United Arab Emirates. The 510th Postal
Platoon directly ran and supervised four
APOs in Kuwait; two at Camp Arifjan,
one at Camp Buehring, and one at Camp
Patriot.
The success of the Platoon and their
mission can be attributed to the
Company’s cross-training before notice
of the deployment, allowing appropriate
company-internal
personnel
crossleveling to meet the Platoon’s deployment
requirements. A Mobile Training Team

from the Soldier Support Institute at Fort
Jackson, SC, taught the Postal Operations
Course to approximately 25 Soldiers
while the Company reformed after their
relocation from Fort Eustis, VA, to Fort
Drum, NY. A combination of two factors
enabled the rapid deployment of the
Postal Platoon with four weeks’ notice:
constant company-wide rotations through
the Soldier Readiness Program (out of
Clark Hall at Fort Drum) and having
multiple platoons (even the Human
Resources Platoons) cross-trained with
the Additional Skill Identifier “F5.” The
cross-training had been emphasized by
the previous Company and Battalion
Commanders, CPT Nicole A. Hayman
and LTC LaCher M. Green, respectively,
for contingency planning. The Postal
Platoon was then able to coordinate with
and receive behind the scenes training for
the first time from the Watertown Post
Office in New York; this included a handson classroom environment with a certified
USPS instructor and various tours of mail
reception, sorting, staging, and delivery
during different hours of the day.
One of the biggest challenges the
Platoon faced during the deployment
was the surge in holiday mail from the
beginning of November 2016 until the
end of February 2017. The Platoon
facilitated the processing of 1,629,296
pounds of prograde mail and 695,712
pounds of retrograde mail at Camp
Arifjan, 1,280,085 pounds of prograde
mail and 275,776 pounds of retrograde
mail at Camp Buehring, and 153,441
pounds of prograde mail and 31,764
pounds of retrograde mail at Camp
Patriot. The Platoon also implemented
Global Trade Compliance (GTC) and
Nesting requirements in accordance with
USCENTCOM directives at the beginning
of fiscal year 2017. They deployed on
short notice in order to oversee and ensure
the smooth transition of the GTC, along
with the additional requirements that
sprouted from this international contract.
Additional requirements included the
implementation of online customs forms
and additional scanning of tracking
numbers at multiple phases of the
retrograde mail in theater. The successful
GTC and Nesting implementation by

510th Postal Platoon continues to ensure
that the US Department of Homeland
Security and the European Union
understands what products and how
many of them are crossing their borders.
It also ensures that another layer of mail
accountability exists for postal operators
and, in turn, customers.
The Platoon expedited the processing
of over 1,700 voter ballots for the 2016
General Election. The 510th Postal
Platoon directly processed 90% of
the Army ballots theater-wide in the
2016 General Election, resulting in an
overall 55% decrease of Army postal
deficiencies in the CENTCOM AOR,
compared to Army deficiencies from
the 2012 General Election. The Platoon
supervised and directly coordinated with
over 60 VECTRUS KBOSS contractors
daily; they facilitated contractor duties
and responsibilities while holding them
accountable to their performance work
statement, ensuring world class customer
service and providing financial and
logistical support for the fulfillment of
contracted duties. The 510th Postal Platoon
also ensured accurate accountability of
cash and stamp stock for its four APOs by
conducting self-inspections and flexible
and fixed credit audits monthly, totaling
over $12,000 cash, $7,000 stamp stock,
and 5,330 blank money orders with
a potential value of $5,330,000. The
unit was directly accountable for and
facilitated the generation of $1,497,000
of revenue for the United States Postal
Service, servicing over 71,000 customers.
The 510th Postal Platoon supported
operations at Department of State Post
Offices (DPOs) at the Consulate Generals
in Basra and Erbil, Iraq. They served
the Consulate General populations and
liaised with Department of State (DOS)
and Department of Defense (DOD)
officials daily. A major challenge for
the postal clerks assigned to the DPOs,
included the operation and training of the
DOS’s Integrated Logistics Management
System (ILMS), where the military postal
worker, who would ordinarily know the
DOD’s Automated Military Postal System
(AMPS), would have to learn a completely
different system to operate the same tasks
in accordance with USPS regulations, but

specified for DOS diplomatic mail. They
operated DOS systems daily, including
the inter-agency coordination, reception,
storage, and security of prograde mail
from incoming flights. They sorted,
pitched, and delivered mail during the peak
of the holiday mail season, servicing over
17,000 total customers with over 90,000
pieces of prograde and over 27,000 pieces
of retrograde mail at the two Consulate
Generals. It is not typical for DOS to
request military service members to work
for them; however, the integration of
contractor mailing privileges, effective on
1 November 2016, created a need for new
DOS personnel, which the DOD agreed to
temporarily substitute until new employees
for Iraq could be hired and passports and
visas for Iraq could be issued. In short,
the 510th Postal Platoon assisted in the
expansion of postal operations in Iraq;
they temporarily aided in the increased
volume of mail, deriving from a customer
base of not just the increased military
presence in Iraq, but additional mail from
contracted personnel as well.
510th Postal Platoon directly supported
communications
logistically
for
Commanders and the operational
readiness of over 88,000 customers in
Kuwait and Iraq throughout their nine
month tenure, significantly impacting unit
morale during the 2016 General Election
and the holiday mail season. Their crosstraining between competing human
resources and postal missions preceding
their deployment enabled their rapid
deployment as a versatile, highly trained
platoon, ranging from a NORTHCOM
prepare to deploy order, which the Platoon
covered for four months, and their constant
planning and preparation to establish an
Army Post Office at Fort Drum, which the
deployment placed on hold. Especially
with the Fiscal Year 2017 National Defense
Acquisition Act, which increased funding
for overseas contingency operations, you
can expect to see more postal assets like
the 510th Postal Platoon deployed across
the different theaters, Pulling the Heavy
Load “Every Day!” and “All Day!” as the
510th Human Resources Company motto
declares.
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“Issho ni kachimasu / Win Together” during
Yama Sakura 71
By MAJ Deborah Daley, Chief, G1 Plans and Operations, I Corps, JBLM

The I Corps G1 team and
the Japanese Ground SelfDefense Forces - Western
Army G1 (JGSDF-WA) pose
for a team photo at the
conclusion of Yama Sakura
71 (YS71). YS71 is an
annual, bilateral command
post exercise between the
U.S. and JGSDF designed to
enhance training and leader
development between both
armies.

O

n a cold, rainy December afternoon
in Kumamoto, Japan, U.S. Soldiers,
Airmen, Sailors, and Marines from U.S.
Army I Corps and U.S. Army Japan
(USARJ) stood shoulder-to-shoulder with
their Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force
(JGSDF) counterparts and friends in a
ceremony to commemorate the close of
Yama Sakura 71 (YS71) and two weeks of
learning and partnership. Yama Sakura is
a bilateral command post exercise (CPX)
conducted annually between the U.S.
military and the JGSDF to enhance training
and leader development and improve
information-sharing,
coordination,
and synchronization between bilateral
forces. Although bittersweet, the
ceremony affirmed the friendships forged
between both armies and highlighted
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the exercise’s importance to enhancing
combat readiness and interoperability.
While combat readiness is a product of
personal and professional growth and
investment, interoperability is difficult
to achieve, especially between armies of
different countries, cultures, languages,
and in the span of a two-week exercise.
Communication is a critical component
of how armies operate together, and in a
bilateral command post exercise with a
parallel command structure, learning how
to communicate within and across the
staff is critical.
In an after-action review of the exercise,
the I Corps G1 and the JGSDF Western
Army G1 recognized that our greatest
strengths and hiccups were, more often
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than not, a function of communication
and important cultural, doctrinal, and
capability differences in how our armies
operate. Though both staffs looked at
Manning the Force functions similarly and
communicated strength concerns with the
goal of transparency, it wasn’t until late
in the exercise when we gained a greater
understanding of the factors that impacted
our respective decision-making. The
Western Army and I Corps G1s recognized
that our close working relationship with the
G3 deeply informed how we approached
personnel management and helped sustain
the momentum of offensive operations.
Likewise, our efforts to engage in dialogue
on focused personnel topics allowed our
teams to gain a deeper understanding of
and appreciation for how each of our staffs

support our Commanders. However, our
doctrinal approaches to mission command
and operating as warfighting functions are
fundamentally different, something we
didn’t truly recognize until the close of the
exercise.
One of the keys to success for both G1
teams was our ability to synchronize
our efforts with maneuver priorities and
anticipate future personnel requirements
based on the current and future
operations. All unilateral and bilateral
G1 battle rhythm events began with an
overview of the current fight and array of
forces followed by a closer look at unit
disposition, strength, and replacement
priorities. We highlighted significant
activities that affected our personnel
strengths and asked questions about
command priorities in order to develop
a common operating picture (COP) for
personnel. Our Japanese counterparts
certainly have an advantage given that their
G1 staff is composed of Soldiers from the
combined arms branches, and they bring
their understanding of operational and
maneuver doctrine and language to bear
on personnel management. Establishing
the current maneuver COP during our
battle rhythm events, however, allowed
us to engage in focused discussion of
personnel concerns as they related to the
current and future fight and understand
each other’s priorities.
Another key to our collective success
was our interest in gaining a deeper
understanding of the other’s doctrine. As
part of our battle rhythm, the G1 teams
conducted daily leader development
sessions in which we focused on
personnel-specific functions and shared
our concerns, lessons learned, and best
practices. Topics of discussion ranged
from Joint Reception, Staging, Onward
Movement, and Integration (JRSOI)
to replacement operations, reserve
component integration, gender integration,
and suicide prevention. Recognizing
that the Japanese Army G1’s functions
are much broader in scope than in the
U.S. Army, we integrated other members

of the I Corps staff in the discussion,
to include the Surgeon, Chaplain, and
Protection teams. Such discussions were
professionally and personally rewarding
as they allowed leaders to recognize
points of common concern and engage in
a dialogue that encouraged information
sharing. By disconnecting these sessions
from the exercise, it also allowed us to
build personal relationships and trust
between the G1 teams and staff sections
and have a discussion as HR professionals
rather than forcing the conversation to
connect to exercise-specific events.
One of the topics that didn’t come up in
conversation or planning discussions,
however, was the U.S. Army’s use of
warfighting functions (WFF) and how such
an approach to operations fundamentally
changed how our counterparts operated
during the exercise. According to the
lead planner, MAJ Wes Shelton, I Corps
planners “knew [our counterparts] were
doing things differently in order to mirror
us, but [he] didn’t realize until after how
different it was for them.” The I Corps
G4 lead planner, MAJ Chris Sadoski,
echoed the same understanding; during
planning sessions, he understood that “the
WA [Western Army] was trying to mirror
the way US forces operate as close as
possible, and this meant aligning the G1,
Surgeon, and G4 under the sustainment
umbrella.” However, most of the exercise
planners did not know of the difficulties
experienced by our counterparts operating
as functions rather than as autonomous
staff elements until after the exercise. I
Corps partners with one of the five JGSDF
armies each year; the last time the Corps
worked with the Western Army in 2011,
the Army officially codified WFF into
doctrine. Therefore, the Western Army
was familiar with WFFs based on AARs
of subsequent exercises from the other
armies but had yet to work with I Corps
since it had implemented the WFFs into
practice.
Operating as a sustainment function is
not new for the AG community. Though
the advent of Unified Land Operations

published warfighting functions (WFFs)
into doctrine, WFFs were the combat
functions of Full Spectrum Operations
and Battlefield Operating Systems of
AirLand Battle doctrine. As Army
doctrine evolved from the synchronization
of platforms to achieve battlefield effects
to the synchronization and integration
of commands and staffs for successful
combined-arms operations, so too did the
sustainment community adapt by more
fully integrating personnel, logistics, and
health support operations. The advent
of the sustainment warfighting function
is more or less an evolution of doctrinal
language rather than practice. Furthermore,
contingency operations, budget cuts, and
directed personnel reductions over the last
five to six years required the U.S. Army
to find ways to enable rapid decisionmaking and synchronized planning efforts
with less people and equipment, both of
which are improved by the warfighting
functions. Comparatively, the JSDF has
not undergone significant expansion or
doctrinal change in the past few years
though it is re-organizing.
During the sustainment cell after action
review, COL Ohashi, the Western Army
G1, noted that “grasping personnel status
as a part of sustainment function” was one
of the greater challenges experienced by
his team during the exercise. The Japanese
staff sections operate autonomously, so
our approach to the sustainment WFF
prompted his leaders to look at personnel
management as a part to a whole of logistics
operations rather than a separate entity. To
facilitate our partnership, our counterparts
fundamentally changed how they operated
and enabled decision-making, and to their
credit, whatever challenges the Western
Army faced attempting to mirror our WFF
didn’t become apparent until the close of
the exercise.
In one of the last G1 updates of the
exercise, for example, one of the Western
Army G1 officers noted that though
they had managed to get personnel
replacements to a division on time, the
personnel arrived well before any of the
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equipment they were trained to operate.
In other words, though they reinforced
the unit with the right personnel, the
replacements were ineffective to the unit
without the equipment they were there to
operate. Though the replacements were
important to sustaining the momentum of
the Western Army’s offensive operations,
the lack of coordination emphasized
the value the sustainment WFF to
communication and synchronization. Had
they better understood the G4’s priorities
for equipment, the Western Army G1
leaders might have diverted the equipment
operators to another division with the
same requirement or synchronized the
movement of the operators with the
equipment.
Certainly, the I Corps G1 team also
gained a deeper appreciation for the
sustainment WFF despite our already
close relationship with the other staff
sections. We were frequently challenged
by the rapidity of offensive operations
and the tyranny of simulated maneuver
operations in personnel reporting. Just as
often as we felt certain of the personnel
situation, the simulation would undermine
our expectations, surging replacements
unexpectedly, returning hundreds of
avatars to duty or prompting collective
head-scratching as our artillery units
doubled in size between reports. At
times, such events prompted alarm as
transportation officers tried to determine
how several hundred replacements
managed to move so quickly; at others,
we asked the Surgeon’s team to pass
along our adulations of the expert skill
with which field hospitals were able to
return Soldiers to their units. These odd
“game-isms” coupled with the need to
share the same information in multiple
formats to support bilateral and unilateral
reporting requirements challenged our
team to engage in data analysis. In
spite of such challenges, it was equally
refreshing to observe that our G1 team
rarely worked independently from the
rest of the sustainment functions (or other
warfighting functions) when it came to
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Human Resources Support operations.
Serious incidents were communicated
across the sustainment staff to holistically
assess the impact to unit readiness and
the mission and provided the G1 team
an opportunity to exercise battle drills
that engaged the spectrum of warfighting
functions.
Likewise, we grew to appreciate the
sustainment community for how well it
can quickly share information given an
understanding of other staff priorities. Part
of the I Corps Sustainment Cell’s operating
procedure is to maintain a sustainment
COP slide, a single slide that provides a
snapshot in time of personnel strength,
hospital capacities, POW locations in
addition to the status of classes of supply
in theater. At a glance, staff primaries can
quickly spot trends in the status of personnel
and logistics operations at the tactical and
operational levels. For example, early in
the exercise, one of our recon elements
sustained significant damage from an
enemy minefield. Personnel losses were
commiserate with equipment losses,
and each area of the sustainment COP
clearly presented the impact to the unit
and concurrent operations and quickly
communicated how each staff section
assessed and the impact and actions
necessary to maintain the momentum of
unit movement. The value of operating
as a sustainment function rather than as
isolated staff elements wasn’t lost on the
Western Army G1, who appreciated being
able to see our overall sustainment status
as a placemat rather than a series of slides.
The Western Army G4 and G1 insisted
on seeing our COP and developed one of
their own by the exercise’s close.
Among other things, Yama Sakura is
designed to help both armies understand
each other and themselves better and
share best practices. For the G1 teams,
one of those practices related to tracking
return to duty Soldiers apart from
replacements. Typical to U.S. Army
personnel status reporting is the need to
distinguish between replacements and
return to duty Soldiers, so much so that
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we sometimes take for granted that such
a distinction provides Commanders with
critical information about the combat
readiness of new personnel. Return-toduty Soldiers may be seasoned in combat
more familiar with unit-specific standards
of operation, which gives time back to
tactical Commanders that their leaders
might otherwise dedicate to integrating
newcomers. By the numbers, gains are
gains, but the quality of gains matters to
Commanders at all levels. Conversely,
such data can potentially help HR
professionals spot trends and advise units
on replacement distribution to mitigate
the impact of inexperienced personnel in
main effort elements. Initially, the Western
Army G1 didn’t report such distinctions
though they maintained the data to some
extent. Our bilateral personnel reports
showed gains as an aggregate, which is
sufficient in discussions of strength but
misleading when discussing the quality
of the replacement population. As the
exercise unfolded, it became abundantly
clear that units that suffered the most
casualties tended to have the most
personnel turnover.
At the closing ceremony of Yama Sakura
71, the U.S. Army Pacific Commanding
General, GEN Robert Brown, noted,
“Bilateral joint operations are not typical,
but they are the way of the future.”
Indeed, bilateral operations are becoming
more common in both the Pacific and
European theaters as U.S. forces work to
strengthen their relationships with allied
nations. Such exercises offer armies an
opportunity to test their capabilities and
share experiences and best practices in
order to increase their interoperability.
However, bilateral exercises are far from
easy cultural exchanges, as the I Corps
G1 team can attest. Yama Sakura truly
challenged both the I Corps and Western
Army G1 teams to synchronize human
resources operations while also engaging
in thoughtful and honest dialogue about
lessons learned and how we can work
better together in the future.

Mandatory Officer Promotion Screenings
By Mr. Kenneth Godfrey, Evaluations, Selections and Promotions Division,
U.S. Army Human Resources Command

A

rmy Directive, AD 2016-26,
dated 18 July 2016 requires all
Active Component (AC) and Reserve
Component (RC) Officers and Warrant
Officers selected for promotion to the
ranks of Colonel and below, be screened
for potential adverse or reportable
information. Historically this screening
was only required for Lieutenant Colonel
and Colonel level commands, nominative
positions, and promotions to Colonel.
The new policy expands the post board
screening process to all centralized
officer promotion selections to Colonel
and below, Chief Warrant Officer Five
and below, and decentralized
promotions to First Lieutenant
and Chief Warrant Officer
Two. The additional screening
enhances the Army’s process
of
certifying
exemplary
conduct to ensure that only
the highest quality officers are
promoted, and ultimately build
greater trust and confidence in
the Army’s promotion process.

assault or child abuse, DUI/DWI,
child pornography, positive urinalysis,
false swearing, pattern of misconduct,
misuse of government credit card, and
any open or ongoing investigations by
the CIC or DAIG. Human Resources
Command systems will be queried to
include any suspensions of favorable
personnel actions, or flags, for adverse
actions, security violations, removal from
a promotion list, Commanders or law
enforcement investigations, drug abuse,
or alcohol abuse.

information found warrants withholding
an officer’s name from the promotion
list and referring them to a promotion
review board. If the review determines
the information does not warrant PRB
referral, the names will be forwarded
for approval and Senate confirmation (if
required).
Although not specifically addressed in
the new Army Directive, Senior Enlisted
promotion and key billet selections would
undergo a similar post selection screening
process utilizing the same guidelines.

Senior Army leaders at The Pentagon will
review and determine if the derogatory

Post board screenings will
look for potential adverse
information filed in the Army
Military Human Resource
Record, the Army Inspector
General database, and the
Army Criminal Investigation
Command database. Some
examples
of
adverse
information could include
(list not inclusive): SHARPrelated offenses, domestic
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HR Company Deployment Cycles:
A Balanced Look
By CPT Geoffrey Guinnup

T

he Human Resources (HR) Company responsible for platoon level elements or over qualified for the mission at hand.
in the Active Component has gone from multiple other Active, Reserve, and For example, at one point CENTCOM
through multiple redesigns over the last National Guard HR Companies. This required a total of four Human Resources
fifteen years with numerous
Platoons and six Postal
Companies emerging as
Platoons, which were
independent
elements
managed by two HR
after Personnel Services
Companies. If restricted by
Delivery Redesign (PSDR)
the MTOE structure of the
in
2006
transformed
HR Company, CENTCOM
and trimmed Personnel
would have been short by
Services
Battalions
nearly 84 postal-qualified
(PSBs) into large HR
Soldiers. That shortage
companies,
sometimes
would have created a
consisting of over 200
requirement to allocate
personnel, and bolstered
more significant training
Battalion and Brigade S1
resources to HR Companies
sections. In their newest
prior to deployment to
form, Active Component
meet DMETL tasks not
HR Companies have been
supported by the MTOE
slimmed down to a four
or lead to significant risk
element unit consisting of
decisions by Commanders
a Headquarters Section,
with
under-qualified
Figure 1 – Platoon level elements of the HR Company has been tracked on an
two HR Platoons, and one individual deployment readiness cycle and deployed in a staggered fashion.
Soldiers completing postal
Postal Platoon at just over
tasks.
80 personnel. The HR Company mission basic concept has continued from the Maintains Capability within the Organic
is centered upon being a force sustainment ARFORGEN cycle into the Sustained Command: By always leaving elements
provider in support of contingency Readiness Cycle.
Deploying HR of the HR Company with the organic
operations such as OIF, OEF, OSS, and companies in this fashion has provided command, the organic command is
OIR, by providing theater personnel several critical advantages to the force, but never without access to a portion of the
accountability, casualty operations, and it has not been without costs.
capabilities of the HR Company. There
postal support. The demand for HR Advantages. Customizable: The ability are differing impacts to this as HR
support in overseas theaters of operations to customize the forward HR Companies at Companies often have various garrison
has been continual, but has varied with the the Platoon level for their specific mission missions in addition to building and
flow of forces in those regions. To provide set has been of particular importance. If sustaining readiness for future operations
HR support, each platoon level element the forward HR Companies were restricted that have included: supporting installation
of the HR Company has been tracked on to their company MTOE structure, Directorate of Human Resources (DHR)
an individual deployment readiness cycle then it’s highly likely that the supported operations, supporting reception centers,
and deployed in a staggered fashion; an theaters would often find themselves with and supporting the accomplishment of
example of this pattern is shown in Figure excess personnel who were either under manpower intensive HR directives from
1. The deployed HR Company becomes
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DA G1 (e.g., implementation of personnel
and financial records review).
Mitigates Readiness Issues within HR
Companies: 42As are generally referred
to as a “low-density MOS” in most
organizations and the Army filling most
rotational units to 95% strength leaves
some units short. The impact of a 95%
fill rate is exaggerated in low-density
MOSs and exasperated by generally
higher non-deployable rates, leading
Commanders to develop solutions that
often involve diverting available personnel
away from low-density MOS heavy units
– such as the HR Company – to fill those
deficiencies. This contributes to HR
Companies being filled at rates lower
than projected and having slightly higher
non-deployable rates. By staggering and
rotating deploying elements from separate

sources, the Army is able to generate 95%
strength or greater companies to support
contingency operations across the globe
without ever needing to achieve that
availability percentage in individual HR
companies.
Continuity and Knowledge Management:
Another advantage of the staggered
deployment approach is that there is
always a base level of advanced experience
within the Company that can be utilized to
facilitate the decision making processes.
This assists with knowledge management
as each Platoon’s transition can be
overseen by an established Company HQ
and each Company HQ’s transition can
be supported by Platoons that are already
settled into a battle rhythm.
Disadvantages. Ad hoc Rear Detachment
Headquarters: The deployment of a HR

Company Headquarters can create unique
challenges. First, the HR Company does
not have the depth of command assets to
split its headquarters element, requiring
the creation of an ad hoc HQ element
“out-of-hide” that includes at minimum,
a Commander, a First Sergeant, a Supply
Clerk, and 3-7 additional personnel
(some combination of Executive Officer,
Armorer, Orderly Room, Training Room,
Plans and Operations, Communications
Specialist, NBC, etc.). Some of these
requirements are able to be sourced
from the available Platoons within the
Company, but many of them require
pulling low-density MOSs from other
units; often degrading the capability of the
other units by causing personnel shortages
and / or grade / MOS mismatches.
Additionally, this Rear Detachment

90th HR Company Soldiers are shown conducting an emergency deployment readiness exercise.
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Headquarters does not experience the
reduction of responsibilities typical of ad
hoc Rear Detachments, which includes
continuing to be responsible for planning
and executing training, certifications,
and deployments / redeployments of
Platoon and Headquarters elements. “A
Company” in Figure 1 illustrates this
point – the Rear Detachment, in addition
to typical Rear Detachment tasks, would
be required to reintegrate and reset 1st
Platoon in March, train 2nd Platoon for
an August deployment, maintain 3rd
Platoon’s readiness, and reintegrate the
HQ in October. Furthermore, there is a
high likelihood that A Company would
still be responsible for a combination of
other missions that are typically assigned
to HR Companies, such as white cycle
tasks supporting the installation DHR,
maintaining a Squad or Platoon on a rapid
response status, or providing Platoon (-)
elements to support Combined Training
Center (CTC) rotations.
Degraded
Command
Climates:
Deploying in a staggered style combined
with typical patterns of personnel turnover
can increase a sense of separation within
HR Companies.
“B Company” in
Figure 1 provides some context for how
separated each element could become
from their organic chain of command. A
Soldier joining 1st Platoon meets their
first command team with “B Company”
before deploying, serves with their second
command team with “A Company” while
deployed, returns to the first command
team for several months before meeting
their third command team with the “B
Company” Rear Detachment, then after
“B Company” redeploys, the command
team changes out and the Soldier, in less
than two years, has seen four company
command teams without ever having
left the same Platoon. This problem can
compounded even further when that same
Soldier, having redeployed 18 months
earlier, is asked to fill vacancies in 3rd
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Platoon’s deployment where they serve
with both the “C Company” and “D
Company” command teams, increasing
the Soldiers’ exposure to six different
company commands in the Soldier’s three
year tour of duty. How much of a sense of
belonging and esprit de corps would that
Soldier feel towards any of those units?
Absence of Collective Training: With
each element being pulled from separate
components of the Army and on staggered
timelines, the deployed HR Company is
never able to conduct pre-deployment
collective training with the elements it will
deploy and operate with. This prevents
the deployed Company from being able
to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of their Platoons and Squads and the
tight transition timelines don’t afford the
Company sufficient time to do more than
a cursory assessment prior to employing
the Platoon; often to diverse locations that
are high visibility operations not easily
monitored by the geographically separated
command team.
Continual transition: The staggered
deployment cycle also creates issues for the
deployed Company. Instead of planning
one large transitional period, the Company
has to plan a transitional period for each
individual Platoon. For any unit, ensuring
a smooth transition is a deliberate planning
effort that involves numerous briefings
and hours of planning and coordination
with the incoming unit. For the deployed
HR Company, this problem is multiplied
by each separate subordinate element and
complicated by having to coordinate with
separate organic chains of command with
respect to both the incoming and outgoing
unit. Additionally, this increases the stress
on property management as each element
operates with a separate organizational
property book that must be deployed
/ redeployed.
Further complicating
property management, organizational
property is often sent forward in varying
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statuses based on the decisions of the
organic unit Commander; which can be
contrary to the standards of the deployed
Property Book Officer and the deployed
Commander.
Contributing to Readiness Issues
within HR Companies: The staggered
deployment cycle, while avoiding
readiness issues within HR Companies,
may also be contributing to the readiness
issues. As previously discussed, HR
Companies are often understrength due
to the combination of Army manning
guidance and diversions to meet the
high demand for deployable 42As in S1
Sections. The impact of this can lead to HR
Companies at less than desired strength
and burdened with significantly higher
non-available percentages. In a Company
authorized 80 personnel, this can result
in almost a Platoon of personnel short of
authorized strength. An example of the
impact this could potentially have can be
seen in “A Company” in Figure 1, between
January and September, the Commander
has deployments demanding a minimum
of 60 Soldiers from the Company;
potentially 100% of his available Soldiers.
This would leave 3rd Platoon and the ad
hoc Rear Detachment with a small group
of non-available Soldiers with which to
accomplish a myriad of tasks. Thus, even
without deploying the entire Company,
the remainder of the Company is nonavailable during that time period.

Army Educates Soldiers on Enlisted Selection
Board Process
By Daniela Vestal, U.S. Army Human Resources Command

A

n online training tool for Soldiers
interested in understanding how
the Enlisted Selection Board process
works is now available. The tool is
made up of an online video with some
printable training aids to give Soldiers an
interactive experience with the subject
matter. The video is 49 minutes long
and comprehensively covers what a
Department of the Army selection board
is; how board members are chosen; how
boards work; and how to prepare for
your next board. The video also covers
the different types of selection boards
to include the Qualitative Management
Program and Qualitative Service Program.
The last eight minutes of the video is
a mock board. This gives Soldiers the
ability to put themselves in the position
of Board Members and understand for
themselves the experience of grading and
rating four different candidates. The tool
was developed by the DA Secretariat at
U.S. Army Human Resources Command
and took nearly seven months to complete.
“We waited to start the video until the
release of the new NCOER so we could
incorporate it and the Select Train Educate
Promote Program into the presentation,”
said MSG Tamika DeVeaux-Wallace,
Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge,
DA Secretariat. “Additionally, this tool
goes into great detail. We reference
several different regulations and explain
concepts that can help Soldiers grow more
successfully in their careers. For example,
how something like a broadening
assignment can assist a Soldier’s career
and change how a board member views
their file.”
Soldiers have always had training on how
to prepare for a selection board but they
were not always educated on why they

had to prepare the way they do, said CPT
Michael Hebert, a Board Recorder for DA
Secretariat Selection Boards. While the
information has always been available to
Soldiers, culling the knowledge from the
different sources could be a daunting task
for an NCO, especially for one that does
not work in human resources and is not
used to often working with the relevant
regulations.

that tightened the rules and regulations
governing selection boards, said CPT
Hebert. Many Soldiers still have
misconceptions about the process despite
the years that have passed since the
changes were made. “Soldiers still believe
those myths,” CPT Hebert said. “This is
a tool to dispel those myths. Any NCO
can go to the YouTube video, let their
Soldiers see it, and then they are all taught

Sergeants Major gather at the Department of the Army Secretariat to learn more about how the
selection board process works. Photo by Daniela Vestal, U.S. Army Human Resources Command.

The video also works to dispel
misconceptions Soldiers may have about
what actually happens during a board.
“Some Soldiers still believe that Board
Members confer with one another and
can have influence on the way other
members rate a specific Soldier,” said
MSG DeVeaux-Wallace. “That just isn’t
the case. Board Members cannot speak to
another while reviewing files.”

by the very people who run the boards
and the information comes from all the
regulations we have to follow. It addresses
all the trends we see and can now stimulate
a conversation for them at their level.”
Video and printable training aids can be
found on the U.S. Army Human Resources
Command website at http://go.usa.gov/
xYGkF.

In 2012 several policies were changed
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MOS 420A Critical Task and Site Selection
Board (CTSSB)
By Vanessa Guyton, PhD, Course Writer Developer, AMTIS Contractor,
Training Development Directorate, Soldier Support Institute, Fort Jackson, SC

T

he Soldier Support Institute, Adjutant
General School, and Training
Development Directorate, hosted the
Human Resources Technician, MOS
420A Critical Task and Site Selection
Board (CTSSB) from 27 February – 3
March 2017. The CTSSB members are

all Subject Matter Experts, who use their
experience and expertise to perform a
detailed job analysis during the board
deliberations. This process determines
the individual critical tasks for their
MOS. Afterwards, the members make
recommendations to the AG School

Commandant. The Training Developers
use the recommendations to enhance and
design relevant training for the Warrant
Officer Advanced Course and the Warrant
Officer Basic Course.

Pictured left to right: CW5 Nixon - President, Dr. Guyton - Training Developer, COL McIntyre - AG School Commandant, Mrs. Brown - Training Developer,
CPT Roldan - Training Developer, Mrs. Boone -Training Developer, CW2 Laboy - Member, CW4 Bonderer - Member, CW4 Benson - Member, CW4 Bowen Member, CW3 Jusino - Member, CW3 Clarke - Member, CW3 Evans - Member, CW2 Weber - Member, CW4 Findley - Member, CW2 Rodriguez - Member,
CW4 Hickman - AG WO Proponency, CW5 Betancourt - Chief WO of the AG Corps, and CW3 Burton - Training Developer. Not Pictured: Mrs. Johnson
-Training Developer, Mr. Harrison - Chief, Individual Training and Education Division.
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Warfighter Training Support Packages
(WTSPs)
By The Training Development Direcorate, Soldier Support Institute

T

he Training Development Directorate

The WTSPs are intended to supplement

CATS. Our current inventory of HR and

(TDD), Soldier Support Institute

the units approved Combined Arms

FM WTSPs may be found on our SSI

(SSI), in collaboration with and support of

Training Strategy (CATS). The WTSPs

Learning Resource Center (LRC), the

the Adjutant General School (AGS) and

establish no set sequence or mandated

Army Training Network (ATN), and the

the Financial Management School (FMS),

requirements; therefore, unit trainers /

Central Army Registry (CAR) sites (links

developed

maintains Warfighter

leaders should first assess the training

below).

Training Support Packages (WTSPs)

status of their unit / Soldiers to select the

to support Human Resources (HR) and

appropriate entry point and topics for

Financial Management (FM) unit training.

training when utilizing the WTSPs. An

The WTSPs include all associated and

attribute of these WTSPs that may be

available training content such as the

helpful for units is that the lesson plan

supporting Collective and Individual

provided within the WTSPs contains

• Army Training Network (ATN) at

Tasks, Lesson Plans (slides and instructor

estimated “academic hours” allocated by

https://atn.army.mil/dsp_template.

notes), Practical Exercises (PEs) and any

training sessions (addressed in the lesson

aspx?dpID=101

other training aides. The objective is to

plan as “Learning Activity”). While units

• Central Army Registry (CAR) at

provide standardized training products

use their CATS, these allocated academic

https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/#/

that can be utilized by HR and FM units

hours can serve as a guideline for

dashboard (conduct a search for

to conduct section and team training.

scheduling unit’s technical training. Units

“WTSP”)

These WTSPs may also be utilized by

must recognize that it may require several

Point of contact is the SSI, Collective

HR and FM Soldiers to assist them in

training sessions to complete a specific

Training Branch, usarmy.jackson.93-sig-

gaining, maintaining, and / or improving

task when utilizing the WTSP.

bde.list.jackson-ssi-fm-hr-collec@mail.

their technical proficiency to perform the

We have redesigned our WTSPs, changing

mil at (803) 751-8727.

individual and collective tasks required to

them from a functional design to echelon

accomplish their wartime mission.

based to better align with their associated

and

• Learning Resource Center (LRC) at
https://ako.ssi.tradoc.army.mil/TDD/
SSITDD/SiteAssets/lrcPage/lrc.html
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The Addition of Civilian HR
Certification is Critical to AG
Officers’ Development
By CPT H. Hannon

T

he Army is the “Profession of

Career Course and Senior Professional

Another reason is that HR professionals,

Arms” and considers its members

in Human Resource (SPHR) certification

certified by the HR Certification Institute,

as professionals. As such, senior military

to the Intermediate Leaders Education

enhance their professional credibility and

leaders have incorporated numerous

course can be extremely beneficial to

the organizations that they serve. With

professional development programs and

both the Officer and the Army. These

this enhanced credibility, AG Officers

standards throughout the organization.

certifications would ensure that our mid-

become the subject matter experts

Along with these programs, Army

level leaders are genuine professionals in

that Commanders expect them to be.

Officers and NCOs are required to

the field of human resources.

Another reason to include certification

complete

various

institutionalized

levels of education for their military
occupational specialty (MOS).

While

many MOSs are highly technical, the
Adjutant General (AG) Branch is one of
the most important elements of the Army,
as it provides human resources (HR)
support for the entire force. The principal
responsibility of the Adjutant General
Branch is managing and maintaining
the personnel within the Army. Under
the current military education system,
AG Captains must attend the Captains’
Career Course, while AG Majors attend
the Intermediate Leaders Education (ILE)
Course. While both courses provide an
education in military matters, they lack
any civilian equivalency.

The way to

accomplish this is the implementation of
professional certification into the Army’s
military education system. The addition
of Professional in Human Resource
(PHR) certification to the AG Captains
60

The credentialing of Army human
resources is paramount for the Army’s
transformation

into

organization.

a

professional

Army

human

resources officers can qualify and
benefit from the two types of credentials.
The target audience of the Professional
of Human Resources certificate is
the Officers in the rank of Captain as
they meet the minimum standards for
certification; meanwhile, the Senior
Professional

of

Human

Resources

certification is for the Majors. Providing
certification,

through

the

military

education system, saves the time and
resources because the certification of

is that the transition from PHR to SPHR
closely mirrors the progression in PME
and civilian education levels and are
highlighted in the Army’s professional
development

regulations,

in

DA

Pamphlets 600-25 and 600-3, which
clearly state Army HR Soldiers should
pursue HR certifications. Therefore, the
certification process allows the Officers to
advance their knowledge base in human
resources, which increases their ability to
plan and adapt to the HR challenges that
they face in the Army. A second-order
effect is that Officers can apply concepts
they learned during certification to Army
HR operations.

Officers, during their AGCCC and ILE,

The inclusion of PHR and SPHR into the

ensures that those same Officers move to

current curriculum prepares the Officer

their next assignments with multiple HR

for the transition from the Army to the

assets. These new assets allow the AG

civilian sector. The preparation for the

Officer to increase the Army’s personnel

move to the civilian workforce ties into the

readiness throughout their organization.

Army’s Soldier for Life program, which
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prepares Soldiers leaving the service for

to bring a greater understanding and

the Command and Staff General College

life as a civilian. The HR certification of

unique perspective back with them.

to add coursework without sacrificing

Army HR Soldiers also meets the DOD
Transition Assistance Program’s and
Transition to Veterans Program Office’s
directive that all service members be
required to incorporate private sector
career development through the span of
their military careers, ensuring service
members are “career ready” upon
separation from active service. Through
certification during AGCCC and ILE,
AG Officers who leave the Army can
transition into the civilian workforce
and find work in the human resources
field. The PHR and SPHR certifications
separate the Officer from his competitors
when seeking a job in human resources
and are symbols of the officer’s expertise
as

human

resources

professionals.

Therefore, HR certification leads to
lower HR veteran unemployment, as well
as elevated entry into the civilian market
and greater earning power.
A final benefit from Captains and
Majors receiving HR credentials it that
it improves the organization. Sponsoring
HR certification for HR professionals
can be a valuable investment because
HR leaders can interact more effectively
and more often with their employees
because the employees will have more
ideas to share. This investment provides
the organization with professionals who
can utilize the best practices of both
the military and civilian HR systems.
It also prepares Officers to integrate
quickly into private organizations during
Training with Industry (TWI) broadening
assignments, thus allowing the Officers

With the idea of providing credentials
to Officers in AGCCC and ILE, there
are potential hindrances and arguments

or eliminating elements of the current
curriculum.
In conclusion, the integration of human

against such programs. The first argument

resource

against adding this to the curriculum is

into the Adjutant General Captains’

cost. The PHR application fee is $75,

Career

while the exam costs $375 per person,

Level Education for Adjutant General

which equates to approximately $20,700

Officers is paramount to well-rounded

for an AGCCC class of 46 students.

professionals.

Those against the implementation of HR

these certifications will place AG Officers

certification claim that it is an extravagant

on par with their civilian counterparts and

and unnecessary expenditure in a time

allow for the knowledge and expertise

of budget constraints and personnel

gained through the certification process

cuts. Agreements between the Human

to bolster the knowledge of human

Resource Certification Institute and the

resources available to mid-level officers.

Department of Defense can subsidize the

There are valid arguments against adding

cost. This arrangement would be similar

these certifications to the curriculum, but

to the agreement that the Army has with

the benefits of having credentialed human

other organizations, such as Microsoft.

resources

The result is a certification for the Army’s

the force outweigh any drawbacks.

human resource professionals that puts

Therefore, the addition of PHR and

them on par with the civilian sector.

SPHR certification to the professional

Another argument against this course
of action is that there is no time to add
the preparation and examination into

professional
Course

and

certification
Intermediate

The implementation of

professionals

throughout

military education program for AG
Officers is useful if the U.S. Army wants
to be considered a real profession.

the current curriculum. This belief is
simply not true. The students can learn
the required information in many ways.
One of the most efficient methods that is
currently in use is online classes. This
approach allows the student to study both
the regular day’s lessons and classwork
and the certification lessons. The use of
online training prevents the elimination
of any other elements of AGCCC or ILE.
The ability to complete the lessons online
allows the Soldier Support Institute and
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The Human Resource and
Leadership
By MAJ Tim Botstet
13th Expeditionary Sustainment Command G1

W

ithin the Adjutant General’s (AG)
Corps, Field Manual (FM) 1-0
is the Army’s HR doctrine the Human
Resources (HR) professional relies on to
understand how HR support contributes
to current and future operations and
how human resources professionals,
organizations, and systems play an
increasingly critical role in support of
the total force. However, Army HR
leaders also need to incorporate Army
Doctrine Publication (ADP) 6-22, Army
Leadership, so all HR professionals truly
understands the role they play within
each organization. Army leaders must
look beyond simply putting a “cheek in a
seat” or a “face to a space” and recognize
human capital is the only factor that
determines the success of an organization
and the organization’s leadership is
responsible for cultivating that resource.
According to ADP 6-22, leadership
is the process of influencing people
by providing purpose, direction, and
motivation to accomplish the mission and
improve the organization. Leadership
is not specific to a Commander, rank or
position. Instead, it is inherent to each
member of an organization at every level.
Personnel at every level must understand
leadership and how the human, in
Human Relations, is the most important
commodity to a Commander and to the
Army. FM 1-0 states the Army’s most
important asset is its people, but it does
not state that leaders should only view
the human resource as a simple asset to
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be traded, as if in a flea market, at the
first sign of a perceived weakness or for
a mistake. Because humans are flawed,
leaders must accept imperfections and
work that much harder to build the team.
Unlike gym class, leaders do not get to
pick and choose in the Army.
Army Doctrine Publication 6-0, Mission
Command, indicates that building
cohesive teams through mutual trust is
the first, and perhaps, the most important
principle for a Commander within the
mission command philosophy. This
expressed statement within the ADP
further solidifies the importance for
Commanders and leaders to work within
the organization to build it; a leader
does not build from the sidelines nor by
tearing down.
A leader invests in the organization and
ensures Army leaders from fire team to
theater command are agile and adaptive,
physically strong and resilient, and
appropriately educated warriors of the
Army Profession. They must possess
superb critical thinking skills and broad
cultural understanding.
Counter to a leader who invests in
an organization, is one who creates
a negative environment. The Army
recently defined this leadership style as
toxic within ADP 6-22. Toxic leadership
is a combination of self-centered
attitudes, motivations, and behaviors that
have adverse effects on subordinates, the
organization, and mission performance.
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This leader lacks concern for others and
the climate of the organization, which
leads to short- and long-term negative
effects. The toxic leader operates with
an inflated sense of self-worth and
from acute self-interest. Toxic leaders
consistently use dysfunctional behaviors
to deceive, intimidate, coerce, or unfairly
punish others to get what they want
for themselves. The negative leader
completes short-term requirements by
operating at the bottom of the continuum
of commitment, where followers respond
to the positional power of their leader
to fulfill requests. This may achieve
results in the short term, but ignores the
other leader competency categories of
leads and develops. Prolonged use of
negative leadership to influence followers
undermines the followers’ will, initiative,
and potential and destroys unit morale. It
is at this point within an organization the
human aspect is lost on leadership.
Only after leadership recognizes the
human resource within an organization
will that organization be successful.
When people respect leadership, they
will do things for the leadership; when
people dislike leadership, they will do
things to hinder the leadership. When an
organization ignores and does not care
for the human resources within it, like
vehicles without proper maintenance,
they will no longer function as desired.

XVIII Airborne Corps AG Soldier and NCO
of the Quarter and Year Boards
By SGT Idalia Halley

F

ort Bragg, North Carolina – The XVIII

NCOs competed to the best of their ability

Airborne Corps (ABC), G1 hosted

in front of the board members answering

the first Soldier and Non- Commissioned

questions that displayed their expert

Officer of the Year Board at the G1 building

knowledge of 42A skills, Army history,

on Fort Bragg, in September 2016. The

and AG History.

purpose of the 42A XVIII Airborne Corps

A clear winner for XVIII ABC AG Soldier

Board is to implement a program which
enhances Human Resource proficiency
by recognizing 42A Soldiers for their
excellence. “I feel that it gives Soldiers
within our career field an opportunity to
display their knowledge and proficiency
in their MOS,” stated SFC Iesa Everett,
3rd Quarter NCO Winner, 101st Airborne
Division Air Assault.
Soldiers and NCOs from the 101st
Airborne Division Air Assault, 7th
Transportation Brigade (Expeditionary)
(TB(X)), and 3rd Infantry Division
traveled from Fort Stewart, Fort Campbell,
and Fort Eustis to take part in this
competition. Accompanying the Soldiers
were their sponsors, to present their troops
and sit in on the board.

of the Year emerged from the board, SPC
Sergio Castello representing for 7th
TB(X). After being asked how he felt
competing for the first FY16 board his
response was, “I am very happy to have
won; these boards will help me build
morale and confidence for the rest of the
boards I have to attend, like the SGT’s
board.”
The NCOs finished their board, with
SGT Jonteia Taliaferro, 101st ABN DIV
AASLT coming in first place. After the
board she stated, “I felt that I did win. I
was confident in my ability before I went
in the board and afterwards I was relieved
that it was over. There were a lot of good
competitors so I knew I had to be on my
game.” “We do not have an opportunity

Each Soldier and NCO had to compete and

in most units to be recognized by our

win a XVIII ABC AG Soldier and NCO of

leadership for the work that we do. This

the Quarter Board in order to compete in

gives us an opportunity for the 42A to

the Soldier and NCO of the Year Board.

show our knowledge not only in the AG

The competitors’ day began at 0800 hours

field, but as a Soldier as well,” said SGT

when they assembled at the XVIII ABC,

Taliaferro.”

Winners of the XVIII Airborne Corps NCO
and Soldier of the Year are (left) SGT Jonteia
Taliaferro, 101st ABN DIV AASLT and SPC
Sergio Castillo from 7th Transportation
Brigade (Expeditionary).

G1 for roll call. The two Soldiers and four
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SECTION VI
Army Music
“Pershing’s Own” Welcomes 11th Leader and
Commander, Bids Farewell to COL Timothy Holtan
By Francis Chung, Staff Photojournalist, The Pentagram

J

oint Base Myer - Henderson Hall, VA.
COL Andrew J. Esch was welcomed as
the 11th Leader and Commander of The
U.S. Army Band (TUSAB) “Pershing’s
Own” during a February 13th change of
command ceremony that also celebrated
the career and retirement of outgoing
TUSAB Commander COL Timothy J.
Holtan.
LTG Gary H. Cheek, Director of the
Army Staff, presided over the noontime
ceremony held before an audience of
hundreds of well-wishers who filled the
COL Samuel R. Loboda Studio at Joint
Base Myer-Henderson Hall’s Brucker
Hall. During the proceedings, the flag
of command was symbolically passed
from COL Holtan to LTG Cheek to
COL Esch, who most recently served as
24th Commander of the U.S. Military
Academy Band at West Point, N.Y.
In his remarks, COL Esch thanked COL
Holtan for his friendship, support and
example. “You are definitely going to be
a hard act to follow,” COL Esch told his
predecessor. “But follow I must. I love
the Army, I love the Army Band, and I
am really excited to begin.” Assuming
leadership of TUSAB is in several ways
a homecoming for COL Esch, a native of
Fairfax, VA and an alumnus of George
Mason University who previously served
as Deputy Commander and Executive
Officer and Ceremonial Officer of
TUSAB.
In an interview with The Pentagram, COL
Esch said it was “incredibly humbling” to
take command of the band that he often
watched perform while growing up in a
military Family in the National Capital
Region. “I’m very aware of the honor
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that is being bestowed upon me,” he said.
“I know what the organization means to
the area and to the country and to the
Army, and so I’m really excited to have
the opportunity.”
While he acknowledged TUSAB’s
distinguished 95-year history, COL
Esch took a broadly forward-looking
approach when discussing his vision
and aspirations for “Pershing’s Own”.
“The world’s changing, the Army’s
changing, and the organization needs to
be adaptable and agile enough to change
with it,” he argued. “I will look for ways
in which we can continue to improve our
product and make it ever better.”
For COL Holtan, Monday’s ceremony
put a capstone on a 28-year Army career
during which he achieved the distinction
of being the first officer to command all
three of the Army’s premier musical units:
The United States Military Academy
Band, The U.S. Army Field Band, and
The U.S. Army Band “Pershing’s Own”.
In his retirement speech, COL Holtan
expressed his gratitude to the Soldiers and
staff that helped TUSAB complete nearly
13,000 missions under his command. He
took time to highlight his experiences
with each of the various ensembles that
comprise “Pershing’s Own”. “Thank
you for an extraordinary 26 months,” he
said. “Thank you for such inspirational
musical moments. Thank you for your
support and, more importantly, your
trust.”
Asked by The Pentagram what advice
he had for his successor, COL Holtan
said: “Invest in your people. Take care
of them, and they will take care of you.”
SSG Carol Joe, a TUSAB flutist, praised
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COL Andrew J. Esch assumed command of The
U.S. Army Band “Pershing’s Own” on Monday,
13 February 2017. Photo credit – SFC Chris
Branagan

COL Holtan’s concern and advocacy
for the Soldiers under his command as
a defining trait of his leadership style.
“He really seems to keep an eye out for
every member of this element, which is
amazing,” she said.
“He’s just very thoughtful. He’s a great
leader,” she added. “I’m sad that he’s
leaving, but I’m happy that he’s entering
a new part of his life.”
Asked about his plans for retirement,
Holtan said he planned to stay active and
engaged.
“I know I’ll be working,” he said. “I’m not
ready to go be fully retired. It will have
something to do wit h music. I hope to be
able to continue contributing in whatever
way my passion for music helps.”

Stewards of the U.S. Army
By SGT Joseph C. Mobley, 77th Army Band

A

rmy music traces its heritage all
the way back to 1633 in Colonial
Virginia, where drummers performed for
militia marching and maneuver drills,
however, the first organized military band
in the colonies did not appear until 1653
in New Hampshire. In those days drum
and fife corps, which would later become
drum and bugle corps, signaled the troops
to maneuver and in some instances to
rally against the enemy, causing shifts in
the momentum of a battle.
Here we are over 380 years later and
bands are still thriving in the U.S. Army.
The scope and capabilities of Army
bands are much broader than they were
in the early American Army. The average
person, or even the average Soldier,
would probably say Army musicians play
music all day. Though holding a grain
of truth on the surface it is also a gross
oversimplification on par with saying an
Infantry Soldier shoots bad guys all day
or the CEO of Amazon sells stuff on the
internet all day when in reality we all
know the scope of the latter two jobs is
much broader. The scope of the job of
an Army Musician is also much broader
than most people realize.

are not able to draw out of themselves.
Whether that be joy, excitement, sorrow,
resolve, determination, hope or any other
emotion. Musicians facilitate the type of
introspection that allows for such feelings
to be experienced.
One of my early encounters with the power
of music was as a second-year music
student at Liberty University listening to
a famous piece in a music theory class.
We [the class] did not know what was
being sung by the lyric soprano, nor did
we know why it was being sung. All we
knew was that what we were hearing
was the sound of despair; a symphony
of sorrow. What we were hearing was
the second movement of Gorecki’s
Symphony No. 3. Dr. Sean Beavers had
the class listen to that piece one spring
morning. He did not tell us what to
listen for or why we were listening. The
9 minutes and 40 seconds the movement
took seemed to last for an hour. Time

stood still as we heard a longing sadness
being sung by famed soprano Dawn
Upshaw. Dr. Beavers watched as our
faces turned hollow and grim while tears
filled many of our eyes. When it was
over we could tell him nothing about the
structure of the piece, the language, nor
the instrumentation. All we could bare to
say is the song relayed the deepest sorrow
people have the capacity to bear. That
song was set to a message scratched into
the wall of WWII concentration camp
written by 18-year-old Helena Wanda
Blazusiakówna to her mother:
No, Mother, do not weep,
Most chaste Queen of Heaven
Help me always
Hail Mary
What Gorecki accomplished while
writing his 3rd Symphony, Sorrowful
Songs, could only have been done
through music. No well-written prose or

Army
bands
are
self-sufficient
organizations that perform all of the
regular functions found in other units,
such as admin and human resources,
safety and security, operations, as well
as supply and logistics. Unlike any other
type of unit Army bands are the stewards
of the Army; charged with the emotional,
physical, and psychological wellbeing
of Soldiers, Families, and citizens. As
Musicians, we have a responsibly to help
people experience the things that they
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masterfully executed drama could relay
the depth of the sorrow the way his music
did. This is what music does. Philosopher
Susanne Langer describes that quality in
her famous quote, “music sounds the way
feelings feel”. Allowing the listener to
experience the depth of human emotion
is the purpose of music and the duty
of the Army Musician. Music is that
quintessential art form that allows us to
smile, to dance, to weep, to celebrate.
It allows us to tear down our walls and
experience life. Army Musicians take
up this tremendous responsibility for
our Soldiers, Families, and citizens.
Sometimes this duty is manifested in
a parade or ceremony, and other times
it is the final sendoff of a fallen Soldier
at a military funeral. Regardless of the
situation army musicians are there to
provide this essential service.
One of my personal favorite mission
sets is retirement ceremonies. We stand
before the post’s Commanding General
on the parade field with a long line of
retiring Soldiers joining him on the
reviewing line. We play the Army Song,
as is tradition, but here at Fort Sill the
77th Army Band adds a unique bit of flair
to these great citizens’ send off. Realizing
these great Americans have stood the
watch for 20 to 30 years of dedicated
selfless service, we feel it is proper to
recognize their accomplishments with
a special musical send off. We sing Old
Soldier’s Never Die and play a somber
yet joyous rendition of Auld Lang Syne.
I have performed countless retirement
ceremonies and I always receive instant
gratification from the long line of
teary-eyed retirees. As they stand there
watching the Pass in Review they have
no idea what we are about to perform
and are caught in that moment. They are
stripped of their armor, setting down the
sword and shield and passing them on to
66

the next generation of warrior ready to
stand the watch. In that moment I see the
reality sink into their hearts; I have served
my country valiantly and my time is up.
As a small gesture of appreciation, an
Army band is performing this wonderful
song in recognition of me and what I
have sacrificed.
The AG Corps is an organization of Human
Resources professionals. Interestingly
enough we don’t always consider how
Army bands contribute to the mission of
human resources – supporting Soldiers.
In reality, Army bands provide critical
resources that are not available from the
rest of the AG Corps. The band provides
a type of relief that others are not able to.
Army bands provide honor and reverence
where others cannot. We provide comfort
that doesn’t need to be acknowledged but
simply felt – a place to find peace.
SSG Jeffrey Forthman, a trumpet player
assigned to the 77th Army Band, once
realized that he performed for a Soldier’s
basic training graduation, advanced
individual training graduation, and at
the Soldier’s funeral. He was there to
welcome the Soldier in, to recognize his
accomplishments, and to send him home.
SSG Forthman’s recollection, as well as
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my own experience as an Army Musician,
compelled me to write a sort of creed for
the Army Musician’s edification and in
recognition of how we serve:
I am an Army Musician
I am a Soldier and an artist;
A warrior and the most powerful
instrument of peace
I serve in every phase of my comrade’s
sacrifice
In the beginning, I serve
To ceremoniously welcome Soldiers into
the United States Army
In the middle, I serve
To lift the spirits of the solemn Soldier on
the battlefield,
The Families that long for safe return,
And the citizen whose trust is in me
In the end, I serve
To recognize those that stood the watch
with cheerful song
And to honor the fallen with reverent
ceremony
From beginning to end I serve the Soldier,
the Families, and the American citizen.
I am an Army Musician.

Section VII
AGCRA
AGCRA Awards Program
By CW5 (Ret) Dave Ratliff, AGCRA VP, Awards

The Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental

for a Spouse medal. We have a medal

National Executive Council (NEC)

Association

(AGCRA)

designed and are awaiting delivery so we

approved the changes to better define

its

through

can recognize Spouses.

what contributions to AGCRA are.

members

recognizes
the

AGCRA

Awards Program. Individuals attending
Professional Military Education (PME)
courses can receive Association awards
for outstanding academics, leadership,
physical fitness, and writing talent.
AGCRA members can also receive awards
for their contributions to AGCRA and the

In 2015 and again in 2016, more
than 800 Soldiers and Civilians were
recognized with an Association award.
The submission process can be easy or
difficult.

This article outlines how to

make the process easy.

I receive many recommendations
for Horatio Gates medals with no
mention of AGCRA contributions,
so these recommendations will
not be approved.

In turn, I

contact the person who sent the
recommendation and ask if they

Army. AG Soldiers and HR Professionals

The AGCRA Award submission is as

want to change the recommendation

are eligible to receive the Horatio Gates

follows:

to the COL Robert L. Manning

Gold, Horatio Gates Bronze, or the COL
Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal.
The Regimental Officer, Warrant Officer,
Noncommissioned

Officer,

Soldier,

Senior Civilian, Civilian, and Spouse
of the Year recipients are also presented
awards at the annual National AG Ball.
Senior individuals who are not members
of AGCRA but have provided outstanding
support to the AG / HR community are
eligible for the Honorary Horatio Gates

1. All

recommendations

must

be

signed or endorsed by the local
Chapter President. This can be a
line through on the recommendation
or a separate page added to the
award packet. If there is no Chapter
President, the senior AG / HR in
the chain of command endorses the
recommendation.

Achievement Medal or resubmit
the original award recommendation
with AGCRA contributions. Note
– Being an Association member
and attending AGCRA events does
not meet the criteria of AGCRA
contributions.

Additionally, if an

individual recruited new members,
how many were recruited? Were
the new memberships a gift?

Is

verified.

the person a Chapter Officer or

Medal. Please note that individuals who

Award processing is delayed if

committee chair / member? What

are AG are not eligible for the Honorary

the individual recommended is

were their contributions to the

Gates Medal. Most Association awards

not a current member of AGCRA.

Chapter? Gates awards are also for

can be worn at official military functions.

Contact agcramembership@gmail.

an extended period of time. Awards

Additionally, Chapters have been asking

com to verify membership.

covering a period less than 12

2. Membership

must

be

for an award to recognize Spouses for

months are not favorably considered

their contributions to AGCRA and the

3. All AGCRA award criteria were

Army. The NEC is finalizing the criteria

updated in November 2016. The

unless the person is in a short tour
assignment.
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4. Email

the

AGCRA

award

the security code. All credit card

awards@

information is destroyed after your

In the email subject

payment is processed. I will provide

line, be precise - “Horatio Gates

my phone number if you do not want

Bronze – SFC Snuffy Smith (if one

to send the credit card information

recommendation) or 7 Achievement

over the phone.

Medals (Multiple Awards). I use

mailed until payment is received.

AOL and it is different from Outlook.

Using a credit card is the fastest

I have to save the document(s) before

method. A copy of the payment

I can open them. I have individual

receipt will be included with the

folders for each type of award and

award. I also need a mailing address

How do you welcome new AG Soldiers

a clear subject line tells me which

to return the approved award. Your

or Civilians to your unit?

folder to open. Please use separate

home address is usually faster. I

about AGCRA, buy their ticket to the

emails for different types of awards.

mail awards in a 10 ½” x 16”

next AGCRA breakfast, and buy them an

Attachments should be identified

padded envelope and sending them

Association membership. Make them feel

– name of the individual and type

to an office might cause a delay by

included. AGCRA is your professional

of award. When the attachment is

the postal personnel if they view the

HR organization. We need new members

“image 2017-03-14-xxxxx” I have

package as suspicious.

to remain viable.

recommendation
agcra.com.

to

no idea what the recommendation is.
When submitting multiple awards,
scan them individually and name
them. If multiple pages are scanned
as a single document I have to rescan and re-name before I can send
out for a vote. Compliance with this
paragraph will help expedite the
award processing of your nominee.

7. Timely award submission is critical.
Do not email me on Monday and
expect the award on Friday. Use
your desired presentation date
and back-up 30 days.

This

allows for resolution of membership,
voting (if required), preparation
of certificate and medal, payment,
and mailing. Mailing costs for First

5. Do not include ORBs or ERBs. This

Class or Priority are included in

is a violation of PII rules and these

the cost of the award. If expedited

documents are not forwarded to the

mailing is needed, you will be

NEC.

charged for the cost. If awards are

6. Payment is made after the award
is processed and approved. I send
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Awards are not

going to an APO address, please
allow additional time.

an email to the person submitting

8. Mailed Award Recommendations.

the award to arrange for payment.

If they are sent to the AGCRA PO

Payment may be made by check

Box the processing time is increased

(payable to AGCRA and mailed to

– I have to drive to Fort Jackson to

my home) or I can process a credit

get the mail. Sending to my home

card through the AGCRA PayPal

address is the best method. I will

account. I have to process the credit

provide my home address if asked.

card payment – you cannot make the

Mailed

credit card payment yourself. I need

usually have a check or money order

the type of credit card, card number

enclosed. If the amount is incorrect,

and expiration date. I do not need

processing time is increased until I

award

recommendations
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can get a refund for an over payment.
9. I receive requests for awards
previously awarded to individuals.
I maintain a database for all Gates
medals and I have records of
most other awards. If you do not
want to ask the individual being
recommended for previous awards,
send me an email.

Tell them

Recognize their

contributions to mission accomplishment
and your Chapter’s activities with an
AGCRA award. A perfect score on the
APFT – recommend them for the President
Theodore Roosevelt Medal. Are they the
best you’ve ever seen? Recommend them
for the Regimental “Of the Year” award
competition.

The first Horatio Gates

medals were presented in June 1987 when
the AG Regiment was founded at Fort
Benjamin Harrison, Indiana.

We have

awarded more than 2,250 Bronze medals
and 530 Gold medals in 30 years. Also,
since January 2009, more than 2,000
Achievement Medals have been presented
to deserving AGCRA members.
Defend and Serve!

COL Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal

CW3 Christina Carter, 31st Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) Brigade HR Warrant
Officer receives the COL Robert L. Manning Achievement Medal at the 31st CBRN Brigade Dining Out,
Capstone Hotel, Tuscaloosa, AL on 5 November 2016.
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AGCRA Award Winners
1 August 2016 – 31 March 2017

HORATIO GATES GOLD

LTC Patricia George
SGM Kenneth L. Jackson
Mr. Kenric Echols
Mr. James D. Holloway
Mrs. Eldora E. Johnson

HORATIO GATES BRONZE

BG Joseph R. Calloway
COL John D. Manning
LTC John D. Clemons
LTC Rebecca L. Eggers
MAJ Andre A. Battiste, Sr.
MAJ Brian T. Covert
MAJ Joseph H. Johnson III
MAJ Robert C. Bellomo
CPT Jason L. Floyd
1LT Brittany L. Oletti
CW5 Mark S. Marini, Sr.
CW4 Gary Woodlin
CW3 Marion R. Mellette
CW3 Raymond Rijkse
CW2 Alexander Pinckney
(2nd)
CW2 Jessica Flores
SGM (Ret) David M. Oberg
1SG Rachel R. Mandzak
MSG Kenneth E. Romine
MSG Latoya Bilal
MSG Michael Asuncion
MSG Michael D. Colbert
MSG Regina A. Dilbert
MSG Sanley Papin
MSG Scott E. Fredericks
MSG Wayne T. Woodson
SFC Benjamin Thorstad
SFC Dustin Williams
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SFC Elsie M. Reeves
SFC Franklin G. Pipes
SFC Timothy Baldwin
SFC Typana L. Edwards (2nd)
SFC William J. Schaffhauser
SSG Covoscier Jones
SGT Dezmon Roman
Mr. Richard C. Bean
Mrs. Eyonda M. Williams
Ms. Karen M. Perkins

COL ROBERT L. MANNING
ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL

LTC Kevin A. Poole
LTC William Bonilla, Jr.
MAJ Allison Morse
MAJ Dana G. Eisenman
MAJ Heather A. McDougall
MAJ James “Greg” Spears
MAJ Melissa L. Hoaglin
MAJ Torrionne Reche
CPT Brenda C. Eaton
CPT Brittney O. Gaines
CPT Carol E. Doyle
CPT Chinyere Asoh
CPT Detrick L. Smiley
CPT Dexter W. Dugan
CPT Frank F. Joaquin
CPT James C. Nill
CPT Ryan T. Reilly
CPT Shannon K. Cobb
CPT Treasure J. Bullard
CPT Victoria L. McDonald
1LT Harold Burgess
1LT Kingsley C. Ogbuji
1LT Maria K. Verdugo
1LT Mason P. Livingston
1LT Megan R. Moulton
2LT Brandon W. Dutton
2LT Lisa Wendel
CW3 Brett W. Wilson
CW3 Christina Carter
CW3 Christy A. Murray

CW3 Daniel J. Bratton
CW3 Edmundo Luna, Jr.
CW3 Gustavo Varon
CW2 Carl A. Puckett II
CW2 Christabelle M.
Mitchell
CW2 Ebony B. Campbell
CW2 Kelli A. Smith
CW2 Raphael D. Riley
SGM Robert B. Radcliffe
SGM Scott W. Klinkhammer
1SG Aaron T. Iskenderian
1SG Jason E. Insell
1SG Joseph M. Smith
MSG Lynn R. Roberts
MSG Robert A. Peterson
MSG Tyrone H. Baxter
SFC Alexander Morales
SFC Allen Sena
SFC Ashley R. Simpson
SFC Christopher McHarge
SFC Dorothy Francois
SFC Elaine Dorsey
SFC Francis E. Reyes
SFC Helen Ravello
SFC Jeffrey Frazier
SFC Jeffrey R. Moore
SFC Johan Sandovalovalle
SFC Jon Stainbrook
SFC Jonathan Concepcion
SFC Liza V. Wells
SFC Michael J. Romero
SFC Michael J. Ward
SFC Noah Reine
SFC Paul J. Smith
SFC Richard M. Wirfs
SFC Shaka J. Osborne
SFC Sharon E. Watts
SFC Tiffany Caffee
SFC Zach Winburn
SSG(P) Anre P. Hall
SSG(P) Christina Acevedo
SSG(P) Randy J. Ward, Jr.
SSG Arturo Valdez, Jr.
SSG Edward McQuat
SSG Eric J. Guntermann
SSG Kimberly L. James
SSG Malia N. White
SSG Maria G. Hernandez
SSG Marjorie Smith
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SSG Mark A. Vassale
SSG Raul M. Delgado
SSG Roberta M. Brown-Johnson
SSG Ruben Avila
SSG Sasha Adams
SSG Sasha S. Sween
SSG Timothy Wolf
SSG Vera A. Sablan
SSG Zormarah Lyda
SGT Aaron J. Moore
SGT Amanda J. Halpin
SGT Arturo Calvillo
SGT Demario M. Thomas
SGT Guadalupe P. Dewsnup
SGT Jasmine Hodo
SGT Jason L. Holt
SGT Katie L. Lancour
SGT Kristopher E. Cabanas
SGT Raven L. Telkain
SGT Roger E. Lopezortiz
SGT Rondy A. Osorio-Bellon
SGT Shawanna Frett
SGT Sherri N. Johnson
SGT Troy Majors
SGT Veronica A. Ramirez
CPL Andrew Pico
CPL Marilis Figueroa
SPC Andrew Blankenship
SPC Destiny N. Ward
SPC Jadix Miranda
SPC Joshua A. Miller
SPC Lajessica Thompson
SPC Linda A. Munford
SPC Michael D. Busby
SPC Michael Rankindegrafft
SPC Nicholas Brown-Bell
SPC Omar A. Patterson
SPC Rashie A. Flintroy
SPC Samantha Cuellar
SPC SaQoya R. Jackson
SPC William A. Bethancourt
PFC Eric R. Walker
PFC Israel E. Rosado
PFC Larrry R. Golliher, Jr.
PFC Olyvia Brewer
PV2 Jaquivia Ward
PV2 Kaelee E. Colton
Mr. Edward T. Bruington

HARRISON MEDAL

CPT Anna M. Christen
CPT Samuel Warren
CPT Sarah S. Duong
CPT Stephanie J. Brunnet
CPT Thamio Delpesche
CPT Timothy K. Hsia
1LT Christine L. Jacobs
1LT Shasta M. Davalos
2LT Ashley Clayton
2LT Ebony Miller
2LT Emily P. Klusmeyer
2LT Endureth W. Culanag
2LT Jeffrey Collins
2LT Margaret K. Page
2LT Morgan Rennekamp
2LT Philip Wubbolt
2LT Rachel M. Williams
2LT Rosalie Bedoya
CW2 Daniel T. Mitchell
CW2 Derek M. Tallant
WO1 Kristoffor R. Mayhew
WO1 Lance A. Biery
WO1 Meirong Wang
SFC Andrew Jones
SFC Brandon S. O’Malley
SFC Elmer M. Arguelles
SFC James S. Balog III
SFC Richard L. LaRossa
SFC Steven T. Sharples
SSG Jeffrey A. Siegman
SSG Kyle D. Schmidt
SSG Tifani M. Hightower
SGT Brittiany J. Russell
SGT Daniel B. Walsh
SGT Jonathan G. Jacobs
SGT Joseph J. Sippel

ROOSEVELT MEDAL

MAJ Jennifer A. Burgess
CPT Amy Briggs
CPT Hokyung Kang
CPT Jermaine A. Athill
CPT Josefina Martinez

CPT Kimberly Vasi
CPT Kitrell Henderson
CPT Matthew K. McDaniel
CPT Nadine Bridgeford
CPT Sara C. Mitchell
CPT Shannon K. Cobb
1LT Daniel Glaze
1LT Ebony Starr
1LT Julianna C. Lynch
1LT Maxine C. Coleman
2LT Dominic Tosi
2LT Elena R. Miron
2LT Erica Schneider
2LT Gabrielle Van Daam
2LT Hanna Peck
2LT James Hodgkins
2LT Kristen Hitt
2LT Kristi M. Marquez
2LT Loren Gonzalez
2LT Madeleine V. Alvarado
2LT Nathan Rogers
2LT Nigel D. Brown
2LT Ryan Fulmer
2LT Shanece Adams
2LT Taylor Hovious
CW4 Yolondria S. DixonCarter
CW3 Jamie R. Alonso
CW2 Maurice Williams
WO1 Alex R. Segura
WO1 April D. Head
WO1 Elida E. Parra
WO1 Jennifer L. McShane
WO1 Makeba M. Francis
WO1 Meirong Wang
WO1 Regina M. Crump
SFC Kimberlee Hilliard
SSG Jose Angel Medina
SSG Jose Pacheco
SSG Kortne E. Jackson
SSG Rachael Romano
SSG Richard E. Barcus
SSG Veronica L. Regan
SGT Brittany Baker
SGT Dakota Mitchell
SGT Justin Hernandez
SGT Mariela Iniguez
CPL Justin D. Jones
CPL Tanya Ruiz
SPC Eddie J. Stokes III
SPC Marco A. Diaz

HONORARY HORATIO GATES

COL Brian P. Wolhaupter
CWO3 Samuel L. Walker
CSM Tyson L. Goolsby
CSM Jeffrey Hartless
1SG Shannon D. Lacy
Dr. Dennis K. Davis

MG WILLIAM H. GOURLEY
LEADERSHIP AWARD

CPT Elizabeth Bagley
CPT Jeremiah Powers
1LT Ebony Starr

COL FRANK C. FOSTER,
JR. AWARD FOR WRITING

CPT Sylviane Na
CPT Chelsea Habermaas
CPT Sara C. Mitchell

SPC Abby L. Lloyd
SPC Alex Randall
SPC Alexander Houston
SPC Ashley Leonard
SPC Benjamin E. Newsom
SPC Blair L. Leavitt
SPC Brad Quantrell
SPC Catherine A. Robinson
SPC Celsie Long
SPC Charles Miles
SPC Dalia Deksnyte
SPC David Sterphone
SPC Ian Rictor
SPC Joseph T. May
SPC Julius Imperioli
SPC Katherine Parr
SPC Kathleen Thomas
SPC Kurt Knapp
SPC Kyle E. Cartwright
SPC Lacey Semanskey
SPC Leah J. Entzel
SPC Maxwell S. Rooney
SPC Megan L. Greider
SPC Natalie Harper
SPC Onitsed Chavez
SPC Rheann Brekke
SPC Robert C. Shepley
SPC Ryan S. Koesterer
SPC Stephanie Adjei
PFC Amy Wattenbarger
PFC Ashley Adermann
PFC Jace Viola
PFC Jonathan Hale
PFC Nathan MacDonald
PFC Sandy Simillien
PFC Sesila Campos
PFC Timothy Leonard II
PV2 Brianna Keilly
PV2 Demetrius Pearson
PV2 Gabrielle Kubiak
PV2 Henry Fernandez
PV2 Kimberly Rodriguez
PV2 Nicholas Smith
PVT Cassandra Nunezhodson
PVT Conner Hayes
PVT Jasmine Windham
PVT Tameasha Blair

AIT MEDAL OF
EXCELLENCE

SSG Charles Kelly
SGT Aaron Dixon
SGT Andrina Nunez
SGT David N. Oriente
SGT Nicole Comer
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Items for Sale in the Sutler Store
Effective 15 July 2016
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA)
P. O. Box 10026
Fort Jackson, South Carolina 29207-0026

SUTLER STORE PRICE LIST
Home & Office
AG Corps Gift Bag w/ Tissue Paper – Navy (8” x 10” or 10” x 13”)
$ 5.00 x ___
Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Hardcover)
$25.00 x ___
Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Softcover)
$15.00 x ___
Computer Mousepad w/ Logo – Round (AG Corps or Army Band)
$ 6.00 x ___
Executive Padfolio, Zippered w/ Debossed Logo – (Blue / Black)
$20.00 x ___
Junior Padfolio w/ Debossed Logo – (Black)
$10.00 x ___
Laser Pointer w/ AG Corps Engraving – (Black w/ Green Light)
$38.00 x ___
Newhall Street Pen w/ Gift Presentation Box – (Silver)
$15.00 x ___
Note Card, AG Corps w/ Envelope
$ 1.00 x ___
Note Card, SSI w/ Envelope
$ 1.00 x ___
Pen, Ballpoint (Red)
$ 8.00 x ___
Pen, Rollerball (Blue and Silver)
$ 8.00 x ___
Pen Refills, Rollerball
$ 1.00 x ___
Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 4”)
$ 1.50 x ___
Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Large - 4” x 6”)
$ 2.00 x ___
Print, Andrew Jackson – (Black / White)
$ 2.00 x ___
Stylus Pen - (Red or Blue)
$ 5.00 x ___
Novelties & Collectibles
AG Corps Afghan
$40.00 x ___
AG Corps Car Magnet
$ 5.00 x ___
AG Corps Coin
$ 7.50 x ___
AG Corps Lapel Pin – 3/4”
$ 2.00 x ___
AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (8” x 9”)
$75.00 x ___
AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (4” x 4.5”)
$28.00 x ___
AG Corps Stainless Water Bottle, 24 oz. (Navy or Red)
$15.00 x ___
AG Corps Sticker, Regimental Crest
$ 1.00 x ___
AG Corps Tapestry Wall Hanging
$35.00 x ___
Backpack w/AG Regimental Crest, Drawstring w/ Zipper Pocket, Blue
$ 5.00 x ___
Ceramic Mug w/ Logo – 11 oz. (Cobalt)
$ 5.00 x ___
Ceramic AG Corps Ornament
$ 5.00 x ___
Stainless Steel Travel Mug w/ Handle – 16 oz. (Navy)
$10.00 x ___
Wooden AG Shield
$75.00 x ___
Wooden Humidor w/ Laser Engraved Regimental Crest (Solid or Glass Top)
$40.00 x ___
The Golf Store
AGCRA Golf Tees, 3 1/4”, (Natural or White) - 25 Count
$ 5.00 x ___
AG Golf Tee Set (Case w/ 8 tees and 2 Ball Markers) (Red or Blue)
$ 3.00 x ___
Golf Windshirt w/ Embroidered Logo & Zippered Sleeves – (Navy)
$45.00 x ___
(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL) 		
Heavyweight Golf Towel w/ Grommet & Embroidered Logo – (Navy or Red)
$10.00 x ___
Mens Apparel
AG Corps Cuff Links
$10.00 x ___
AG Corps Necktie
$20.00 x ___
AG Corps Tie Tac
$ 2.00 x ___
Combo Set (AG Corps Necktie, Cuff Links, Tie Tac, and Lapel Pin-3/4”)
$29.00 x ___
Men’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)
$20.00 x ___
(Navy, Red, or White) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Men’s Cotton Polo w/ Logo (Khaki) - (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
$20.00 x ___
$30.00 x ___
Men’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo - (Lt or Dk Blue, Khaki, )
(MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Womens Apparel
AG Corps Ladies Stick Pin
$ 5.00 x ___
Women’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)
$20.00 x ___
(Navy, Red, or White) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Length Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White / Light Blue)
$25.00 x ___
(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White /Med Blue)
$25.00 x ___
(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Unisex Apparel
AG Corps Ball Cap w/LOGO – (Navy or Red) (Structured / Unstructured)
$12.00 x ___
AG Corps Sweatpants – Navy (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
$15.00 x ___
AG Corps Sweatshirt – Navy (Crew or Hooded) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
$20.00 x ___
AG Corps T-Shirt – Navy (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
$10.00 x ___
NOTE - Shipping Costs are NOT included. Shipping is through USPS.
Website: sutler-store.myshopify.com • POC: SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop
Email: Barbara.A.Bishop.ctr@mail.mil • Phone: 803-751-1095
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Not Getting Your Mailed Copy of 1775?

F

irst, if you are reading this dawns on you that you’re not

are a member in good standing.

article in your personal hearing much from AGCRA, and

99 The member moved or PCS’d,

copy of 1775, then you’re

you definitely haven’t received

but

any issues of 1775 lately. Your

membership and mailing data

getting ready to PCS or move, Association membership is good

in their personal account at

read on. And if you have a battle for another year (or is it?), and

AGCRA.com.

probably OK.

But if you are

buddy who’s gripping they haven’t

did

not

update

their

fellow AGCRA members at Fort 99 The member lost his or her

received their copy of 1775 lately, Stewart are receiving their copies

AGCRA.com user name and

have them read this.

password and can no longer

of 1775. So what gives?

access
So,

you’ve

Richardson,

PCS’d
Alaska

from

Fort

At AGCRA headquarters at Fort

to

Fort

Jackson, SC, the Association’s

the

Association’s

website.

Stewart, Georgia and it suddenly Executive Council receives this What to do? Believe our battle
question a lot.

The answer to

what gives usually lies with the

buddy

2LT

McGillicuddy

has
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figured it out!

individual member who hasn’t
done one of the following:
99 The member doesn’t realize
their

AGCRA

membership

expired, yet still believes they
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